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For the fourth straight year, the Massachusetts clean 
energy economy grew. The 2014 Massachusetts 
Clean Energy Industry Report shows clean energy 
jobs grew by 10.5 % from 2013 to 2014, following 
11.8 % growth the year before, 11.2 % growth in 
2011, and 6.7% growth in 2010. That’s a 47% 
growth rate over the past four years.  
     Established in 2011, the Massachusetts Clean 
Energy Industry Report seeks to gauge the size 
and growth of clean energy sector employment and 
businesses across Massachusetts. This year’s report 
provides further data that this remarkable rate of 
growth is being sustained.  
     Clean energy firms have added more than 28,000 
clean energy workers to their payrolls since 2010.  
Clean energy employment now equals 2.4% of all 
workers in the Commonwealth and clean energy is 
now a $10 billion industry in the state. 
     Bolstered by Massachusetts’ progressive clean 
energy and economic development policies that 
range from funding for community-based clean ener-
gy programs to market-based programs designed to 
cut clean energy costs and expand marketplaces, the 
Commonwealth’s clean energy economy is thriving.     
     At MassCEC, we are dedicated to growing the 
clean energy industry from one end of the sector 
to the other.  We help early-stage companies grow 
by funding research and development efforts or 
startup costs and equipment. With the goal of 
preparing a new generation of clean energy workers, 
we’re partnering with colleges and high schools, 
non-profit groups and businesses to develop job 
training programs and fund internships. We deliver 
programs that drive up adoption of renewable energy 

technologies, creating markets for solar and other 
clean technologies. And, with our stewardship of the 
Wind Technology Testing Center in Charlestown and 
offshore-wind equipped Marine Commerce Terminal 
in New Bedford, we are building the infrastructure to 
ensure Massachusetts’ clean energy leadership into 
the future.   
     As a result of these and parallel efforts by partner 
energy agencies (municipal, state and federal), indus-
try groups and communities, there are now 88,000 
Massachusetts clean energy workers and nearly 
6,000 clean energy firms operating in Massachusetts.  
     This success in growing clean energy jobs is 
far outpacing national and global economic growth 
trends and puts Massachusetts squarely on the glob-
al map as a leading clean energy economy.   
     And we’re seeing this growth across the state, 
with the southeastern region becoming the fast-
est-growing region of the Commonwealth in terms of 
clean energy employment with a 22% increase from 
2013 to 2014. The western region saw an 8% rise.  
     Employers continue to be “bullish” about contin-
ued growth in the year to come. Employers expect to 
add another 11,700 jobs over the coming 12 months, 
a 13.3% growth rate.  The Massachusetts clean en-
ergy industry is expected to exceed 6,000 employers 
and 100,000 workers by early 2015. 
     This year’s report provides a detailed analysis 
of the business climate for clean energy firms and 
reports a high level of business confidence.  The 
employers surveyed provided detailed feedback that 
will help Massachusetts policy-makers continue to 
implement policies that are tailored to meet the needs 
of this rapidly growing field.   
     Based on feedback we received on last year’s 
report, we’ve included a more comprehensive  
break out of jobs by technology (solar versus  
energy efficiency jobs) and have given the report  
a fresh design to make it easier to read.  
     Each year I eagerly await these report results 
because they serve as an industry report card on our 
collective efforts in Massachusetts to cultivate the 
new but now established industry. With double digit 
growth posting for the third year in a row, it’s a report 
card I’m proud to bring home.

Letter from MassCEC CEO Alicia Barton 

MASSACHUSETTS’ CLEAN ENERGY GROWTH ISN’T TEMPORARY 
OR A COINCIDENCE, IT’S OFFICIALLY A TREND. 

 Alicia Barton, CEO 
Massachusetts Clean Energy Center
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The 2014 Massachusetts Clean Energy Industry Report is the fourth annual report released by the 
Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (MassCEC) on the size, scope, and nature of the Commonwealth’s 
clean energy industry.  

REPORT HIGHLIGHTS

THE MASSACHUSETTS CLEAN ENERGY  
INDUSTRY CREATES THOUSANDS OF 
JOBS EVERY YEAR.

Clean energy firms have added more than 28,000  
clean energy workers to their payrolls since 2010. 

88,372 WORKERS EMPLOYED IN 5,985 FIRMS

GROWTH RATE47%
+28K WORKERS

2010 2014

Between 2013 and 2014 clean energy employment 
grew by 10.5%, and these companies show no 
signs of slowing down.  In fact, employers expect 
to add another 11,700 jobs over the coming 12 
months, a 13.3% growth rate. 

The Massachusetts clean energy industry is  
expected to exceed 6,000 employers and  
100,000 workers by early 2015. 

6,000 EMPLOYERS / 100K WORKERS BY 2015

Strong policies and programs create a  
supportive environment for this job growth.

The clean energy industry is a growing part of the 
Massachusetts economy. Clean energy employment 
now equals 2.4% of all workers in the Common-
wealth, which is larger than the insurance industry in 
Massachusetts and about half the size of its well-es-
tablished information technology sector. 

Clean energy in Massachusetts is driven by people, 
policies, and the underlying economy. High fossil 
fuel energy costs, strong and progressive policy 
support, continued price declines of clean energy 
goods and services, and a robust state economy 
with relatively high per capita incomes all contribute 
to making the Commonwealth one of the nation’s 
leading markets for renewable energy and energy 
efficiency products.

Massachusetts has a thriving local market for clean 
energy and a strongly supportive business environ-
ment, but high costs and taxes remain concerns.

61%  
Renewable 

Energy Firms

Percentage of Massachusetts-based firms primarily 
serving Massachusetts-based customers:

67%  
Energy  

Efficiency  
Firms

CLEAN ENERGY IS GROWING  
ACROSS THE GLOBE.

From an industry that was mostly focused on  
research and development at the dawn of the 
new millennium, deployment now provides the 
most jobs and businesses in the sector, thanks 
to growing markets around the world.   The 
growth of these markets is expected to continue 
and even accelerate across the United States 
and worldwide through at least 2030.   

CLEAN ENERGY IS RESPONSIBLE FOR 
$10 BILLION IN GROSS STATE PRODUCT 
(GSP)- ROUGHLY 2.5% OF THE STATE’S 
TOTAL GSP.
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A LARGE PERCENTAGE OF CLEAN ENERGY 
FIRMS RELY ON OUT-OF-STATE VENDORS.

MASSACHUSETTS CLEAN ENERGY EMPLOY- 
ERS VALUE REBATES AND INCENTIVES.

HIRING IS A CONCERN FOR CLEAN  
ENERGY FIRMS.
A growing number of firms report that it is difficult for 
them to find qualified employees. Notably, over 60% 
of the hires in the past 12 months had more than 
3 years experience.  This is likely due in part to the 
Commonwealth’s declining unemployment rate, which 
means there are fewer applicants seeking work.

Sixteen percent of Massachusetts clean energy 
firms either sell or distribute products, however, 
fewer than half of clean energy firms report that  
they primarily rely on these local vendors to meet 
their needs.

Employers reported that incentives, tax credits  
and rebates were the most important policies or 
programs for accelerating their business growth.   
At the same time, employers reported high taxes  
and lack of financial support to both businesses  
and clients as the barriers to growth.

THE NUMBER OF MASSACHUSETTS’ 
CLEAN ENERGY BUSINESSES GREW BY 
7.7% OVER THE PAST YEAR. 

In the survey, businesses cited access to talent 
and a skilled workforce as a big advantage of doing 
business in Massachusetts.

Many clean energy firms are often involved in 
more than one technology. The Commonwealth’s 
clean energy employers have experienced growth in 
installation of renewable energy systems, building 
efficiency upgrades, and manufacturing for export 
markets. 

Approximately two-thirds of clean energy manufac-
turers in Massachusetts primarily serve customers 
out of state.

50% of clean energy employers in research, de-
velopment, engineering, manufacturing, assembly, 
legal and finance report that academic degrees are 
most important to them when selecting new hires. 
Approximately 47% of new clean energy hires 
need at least one year experience and an 
associate degree education.

CLEAN ENERGY JOBS ARE DIVERSE 
IN MASSACHUSETTS AND THERE IS 
GROWTH IN MANUFACTURING,  
INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE,  
AND SALES AND DISTRIBUTION. 

SALES  
AND DISTRIBUTION

INSTALLATION  
AND MAINTENANCE

ENGINEERING  
AND RESEARCH

MANUFACTURING  
AND ASSEMBLY

LEGAL, FINANCE, AND  
OTHER PROF SERVICES

OTHER16.5%

6.5%
6.3%26.6%

24.3% 19.8%

Percentage of Employment by Activity Area

REPORT HIGHLIGHTS

ENERGY EFFICIENCY FIRMS ACCOUNT FOR 
APPROXIMATELY 65,000 CLEAN ENERGY 
JOBS IN MASSACHUSETTS AND MORE THAN 
4,000 ESTABLISHMENTS, REPRESENTING A 
37% GROWTH IN THE NUMBER OF FIRMS 
CONDUCTING ENERGY EFFICIENCY WORK. 
In 2013, the Commonwealth was ranked as America’s 
most energy efficient state for the third consecutive 
year by The American Council for an Energy-Efficient 
Economy (ACEEE).

GROWTH RATE11.7%+7,500 WORKERS BY 2015

In a demonstration of its continued strength, energy  
efficiency firms expect to add more than 7,500 work-
ers over the next 12 months, the highest total number 
of any technology.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY IS ABOUT MORE 
THAN INSULATION.

RENEWABLE ENERGY DEPLOYMENT–
DRIVEN PRIMARILY BY SOLAR INSTALLA-
TIONS–IS CREATING THOUSANDS OF NEW 
JOBS IN MASSACHUSETTS.

Installation and maintenance comprise only 26.3% 
of energy efficiency jobs, the rest include a wide 
variety of other activities, such as engineering,  
manufacturing and sales.  

Energy efficiency employment makes up 50.9%  
of jobs at start-ups working on pre-commercialized 
technologies, which include storage and smart grid 
technologies. Energy efficiency companies received 
significantly more early-stage capital (Seed, Series 
A, Series B) than renewable energy technologies  
in 2013.

The growth in renewable energy jobs correlated  
with the rapid deployment of renewable energy –  
especially solar photovoltaics – in the Common-
wealth.  Massachusetts solar companies installed 
237 MW of solar power in 2013 – the fourth highest 
of any state – bringing its cumulative total to 464 
MW meeting the state’s goal four years early and 
prompting Governor Patrick to set a new goal  
of 1,600 MW by 2020. 

9.8%

12.2%

8.6%

15.8%

26.3%

27.3%

SALES  
AND DISTRIBUTION

INSTALLATION  
AND MAINTENANCE

ENGINEERING  
AND RESEARCH

MANUFACTURING  
AND ASSEMBLY

LEGAL, FINANCE, AND  
OTHER PROF SERVICES

OTHER

2013 INSTALLATIONSPREVIOUS INSTALLATIONS

Total
237MW

464

2013 Solar Installations

Energy Efficiency 2014 Employment by Activity

RENEWABLE ENERGY JOBS, WHILE 
FEWER THAN ENERGY EFFICIENCY JOBS, 
ACCOUNT FOR NEARLY 21,000 JOBS:

Solar

Wind Power

Hydropower or Hydrokinetic

Hydrogen Generation
Geothermal

Bioenergy

Other
Fuel Cell

Renewable Energy Combined  
Heat and Power

Thermal to Energy Conversion

462
618
956

178
159
152

1,141
1,997

12,122

3,195

20
,98

0 T
OT

AL

Renewable Energy Workers by Sub-Technologies,  

2014 Employment

RENEWABLE ENERGY EMPLOYERS ARE 
BULLISH ABOUT THE FUTURE, PREDICT-
ING THE ADDITION OF NEARLY 4,000 
JOBS OVER THE NEXT YEAR. 

Installation and maintenance is the largest activity 
at 36% of renewable energy employment.

GROWTH RATE18%+4,000 WORKERS BY 2015

5.4%

6.9%

19.1% 18.5%

35.7%
14.5%

SALES  
AND DISTRIBUTION

INSTALLATION  
AND MAINTENANCE

ENGINEERING  
AND RESEARCH

MANUFACTURING  
AND ASSEMBLY

LEGAL, FINANCE, AND  
OTHER PROF SERVICES

OTHER

Renewable Energy 2014 Employment by Activity
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INVESTMENT DOLLARS ARE DOWN  
BUT MORE COMPANIES ARE RECEIVING 
FUNDING.

Massachusetts ranks #1 per capita in early 
stage investments and growth equity clean 
energy investment, most of which is attracted by 
energy efficiency firms.  Renewable energy firms and 
projects attract more structured debt and project 
finance investments.

MASSACHUSETTS CLEAN ENERGY FIRMS 
RELY ON MANY DIFFERENT SOURCES OF 
CAPITAL INVESTMENT.
Research, development, engineering, and manu-
facturing more frequently seek capital from angel, 
venture capital, and other equity investors, as well as 
“non-traditional” debt financing. The larger segment 
of the clean energy industry, sales, installation, and 
professional services, more frequently seek tradition-
al bank financing.  

FEDERAL CLEAN ENERGY FUNDING  
IS DOWN SHARPLY BUT MASSACHU- 
SETTS CONTINUES TO ATTRACT U.S.  
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY FUNDING. 

Nearly all of its funding comes from the Department 
of Energy. 

Massachusetts’ share of federal clean energy funding 
increased over the same period from 3 to 4 percent.

Massachusetts’ public and private clean energy 
investment dollars have declined, similar to global 
trends, but the numbers of deals and funded  
companies have increased. 

Massachusetts firms account for 12% of all Clean 
Energy Investment in the United States, trailing only 
California.

2011 to 2013 Trends

U.S. Federal 
Investment

$6.4 BIL

$231 MIL

Massachusetts’  
Federal Portion

$160 MIL

$10 MIL

Massachusetts’  
Federal Share

4%

3%
METHODOLOGY
As with the previous studies, the information in this 
report is primarily based on survey data gathered 
directly from clean energy employers in Massa-
chusetts.  This year, nearly 2,000 employers were 
surveyed. In 2014, respondents were, for the first 
time, asked to allocate their workers by technology 
and sub-technology.

MASSACHUSETTS HAS SEEN SIGNIFICANT 
REGIONAL CLEAN ENERGY GROWTH.
Most clean energy businesses and workers are 
located in Eastern Massachusetts, though Western 
Massachusetts has experienced consistent 
growth over the last four years and Southeastern 
Massachusetts has experienced the fastest 
growth in the last two years.

MASSACHUSETTS CAPTURED 28% OF 
THE ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS 
AGENCY-ENERGY’S (ARPA-E) PROGRAM 
ALLOCATION IN 2013.

8%
WESTERN

10%
NORTHEAST

22%
SOUTHEAST

0%
CENTRAL

REPORT HIGHLIGHTS
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FOR THE FOURTH YEAR IN A ROW,  
THE MASSACHUSETTS CLEAN ENERGY 
ECONOMY HAS DEMONSTRATED  
VIBRANT GROWTH, AS EMPLOYMENT  
GREW TO 88,372 CLEAN ENERGY  
WORKERS AND THE NUMBER OF  
ESTABLISHMENTS GREW TO 5,985. 

CHAPTER 1 / INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE

[ A SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM INSTALLED AS PART OF THE SOLARIZE MASS PROGRAM, LEE ]
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THE MASSACHUSETTS CLEAN ENERGY INDUSTRY IS A DYNAMIC AND 
MULTIFACETED COLLECTION OF COMPANIES, ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS, 
GOVERNMENT BODIES AND ORGANIZATIONS THAT PERFORM A DIVERSE 
SET OF ROLES IN A VARIETY OF SUB-SECTORS.

Massachusetts excels because it has nurtured and supported companies that are part of 
all three of these key components for growth.

Over the past decade, clean energy has seen dramatic shifts both in Massachusetts and 
across the globe as clean energy technologies matured from new, pilot stage projects to 
well-established commercial products.  One example of this is the shift from an emphasis 
on research and manufacturing of thin film solar panels towards a focus on large scale 
installations of traditional panels.  We have also seen capital move from research and 
development  to project finance, and high-cost early-stage technologies becoming main-
stream products.  

The growth of renewable energy and energy efficiency markets is expected to continue 
and even accelerate across the United States and worldwide through at least 2030, 
according to recent reports by BP and Bloomberg New Energy Finance.1 The Bloomberg 
2030 Market Outlook states that “by 2030, the world’s power mix will have transformed: 
from today’s system with two-thirds fossil fuels to one with over half from zero-emission 
energy sources.“2  These growth projections suggest strong global markets for clean 
energy deployment for the foreseeable future.

Massachusetts is a thriving market for clean energy, driven by its people, policies, and 
underlying economy.  High fossil fuel energy costs, strong and progressive policy support, 
continued price declines of clean energy goods and services, and a robust state econo-
my with relatively high per-capita incomes make the Commonwealth one of the nation’s 
leading markets for renewable energy and energy efficiency. The clean energy cluster in 
Massachusetts has the diversity and supporting infrastructure required to weather fluctua-
tions in investor interest and customer demand. 

As local and global markets continue to rapidly expand, revenues, payroll, and contribu-
tion to Gross State Product are all expected to grow well into the future.3  

OVERALL TRENDS

STRONG LOCAL CONSUMER MARKETS  

INCREASED GLOBAL DEMAND

ROBUST INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM 

Industry Drivers
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1.  Bloomberg New Energy Finance 2030 Market Outlook, June 2014; BP Energy Outlook 2035, January 2014. 
2. Bloomberg, Global Overview, available at: http://bnef.folioshack.com/document/v71ve0nkrs8e0/who42hnkrs8fo 
3. Id.

CLEAN ENERGY BECAME A 10 BILLION DOLLAR INDUSTRY IN MASSACHUSETTSIn 2013



TECHNOLOGY TRENDS

WHILE MASSACHUSETTS STILL IMPORTS FOSSIL FUELS, THE COMMON-
WEALTH HAS INCREASED ITS STATEWIDE SHARE OF RENEWABLE GENERATION 
FROM 6% IN 2011 TO 9.3% IN 2013, WHILE CONSUMPTION OF ELECTRICITY 
REMAINED FLAT, ALLOWING FOR A 4% DROP IN GENERATION FROM FOSSIL 
FUELS OVER THE SAME PERIOD.4 

Renewable Energy

Massachusetts continues to see a strong market 
for in-state renewable energy.  For example, with re-
spect to solar photovoltaics (PV), Massachusetts ex-
ceeded its initial installation goals of 250 megawatts 
(MW)  in 2013, four years ahead of schedule.  As 
a result, Governor Patrick set a new goal of 1,600 
MW by 2020, which will create a strong signal for  
continued growth in the years ahead.6

4.  U.S. Energy Information Administration 
5. Program Administrator, 2013 Quarter 4 Statewide Report, available 
at http://www.ma-eeac.org/Quarterly%20Reports.html 
6. http://www.seia.org/state-solar-policy/massachusetts

Figure 1: Solar Installation Concentration in Massachusetts

Energy Efficiency

The deployment of energy efficiency services contin-
ues to support a strong energy efficiency subsector 
in the Commonwealth.  The MassSAVE program, 
which is administered by Massachusetts gas and 
electric utilities and the Cape Light Compact, and 
funded primarily through ratepayer surcharges, will 
deliver nearly $2.8 billion in total economic benefits 
in 2013, according to preliminary figures.5

Energy efficiency policies and programs have 
created large investments in energy efficiency – the 
highest of any state in the nation – earning Massa-
chusetts the #1 ranking from the American Council 
for an Energy Efficient Economy for three years in 
a row, and supporting tens of thousands of jobs in 
Massachusetts.

Represents 1 Solar Photovoltaic Array

 Technology TrendsINDUSTRY LANDSCAPE
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According to the Solar Energy Industries Association, Massachusetts now ranks 
sixth in the nation for solar installed capacity.  Solar photovoltaic system prices 
declined by 6% in Massachusetts in 2013 and 28% in 2012.  Continued price 
declines, strong policy measures and effective consumer incentives are expected 
to encourage continued growth.7

Growth in markets for other renewable technologies in Massachusetts is also 
promising. The Massachusetts Wind Energy Area, the largest offshore wind plan-
ning area along the East Coast with a potential of 4,000 to 5,000 megawatts of 
clean energy, presents an opportunity to create high-quality jobs for Massachu-
setts residents.  Renewable thermal technologies, including geothermal, solar hot 
water heaters and heat pumps, represent a growing market with great potential 
for job growth and reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. Anaerobic digestion, 
a biomass technology that converts organic material to energy, also represents a 
promising market for Massachusetts.

Coal Retirements

While electricity generation from renewable energy (and natural gas) is expected 
to grow dramatically throughout the world through at least 2030, coal will decline 
precipitously.  It is estimated that over the period, more than 100 gigawatts (GW) 
of coal-fired power plants will be retired.8    In Massachusetts, only one coal fired 
generation plant is still in consistent operation, and it is scheduled to close by 
2017.9 

Recent delays in a new replacement 700 MW natural gas plant in Salem suggest 
that it will not be online in time to meet the expected demand – and some predict 
power shortfalls and rolling outages by 2016.10 Distributed renewable energy 
and energy efficiency measures, which can be deployed much more rapidly than 
utility-scale generation, is one answer to meet the short-term needs of coal retire-
ments and potential energy shortfalls.
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7. Id. 
8.  Bloomberg, Global Overview. 
9.  Erin Ailworth, The end of the coal era in Massachusetts,” The Boston Globe, June 18, 2014. 
10.  Jon Chesto, “The gas-fired power plant planned for Salem likely won’t be done in time,” May 29, 2014; “Rolling blackouts 
in Greater Boston? It could happen sooner than you think,” June 22, 2014. 
11. Massachusetts Technology Collaborative, Annual Index of the Massachusetts Innovation Economy. 

A HUB OF INNOVATION

Massachusetts is a world-class clean energy innovation hub led by its highly-edu-
cated and entrepreneurial workforce, academic research centers, and developing 
local innovation ecosystem.  Massachusetts continues to excel on indicators such 
as technology licensing, patents and business formation.11 Approximately 500 
clean energy-focused companies are working on pre-commercial technologies in 
Massachusetts (210 of these are working exclusively on pre-commercial products), 
creating the next wave of innovative goods and services to serve the cluster. 

Massachusetts’ prominent assets include a highly talented workforce, world- 
class universities and an active investor community.  Other equally important  
assets include a local ecosystem of vendors and suppliers, high quality of life  
and an international reputation for environmental awareness.

INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE  Hub of Innovation
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During an official Massachusetts trade mission to Japan, Boston-based  
EnerNOC and the Japanese Marubeni Corporation signed an agreement in 
December 2013 to form a joint venture, EnerNOC Japan KK, that will have  
an exclusive license to market EnerNOC’s DemandSMART cloud-based  
demand response application throughout the country.  

In March 2013, Newton-based Desalitech, which also has operations in 
Israel, partnered with global leader Veolia Water Solutions & Technologies in 
Latin America to close several significant deals for projects in the food and 
beverage sector in Mexico.  This partnership joins the commercial, technical 
and execution strengths of Veolia, the world’s largest water treatment company, 
with the leadership in high efficiency water treatment and wastewater reuse of 
Desalitech.  

Frialsa, an industry leader in the storage and distribution of chilled and frozen 
products across Mexico, has deployed a Boston-based Digitial Lumens LED 
Lighting System technology across 10 facilities and nearly one million square 
feet of space as part of its company-wide commitment to sustainable business 
practices. The system is saving 80% on lighting energy use across the multi-
site deployment, while providing detailed data on energy usage and lighting 
system performance.

In March 2014 the Weymouth-based Vertex Companies, Solectria Renew-
ables of Lawrence and PanelClaw of North Andover announced a collabora-
tion to build a 30-megawatt solar photovoltaic facility in the state of Zacatecas, 
Mexico, one of the largest in Latin America. A portion of the critical components 
for this project could be manufactured in Massachusetts.

AN EMERGING  
GLOBAL MARKETPLACE  
FOR MASSACHUSETTS  
CLEAN ENERGY COMPANIES

SOURCE: MASSCEC



FROM IMPORTS TO EXPORTS

Massachusetts sits at the end of the fossil fuel pipeline, dependent on outside 
sources for many fuel and energy needs.  One of the primary objectives of the 
energy legislation passed in 2008 – the Green Communities Act,12 the Green Jobs 
Act,13  and the Global Warming Solutions Act14 – was to move Massachusetts away 
from energy imports and strengthen the Commonwealth’s energy independence. 

Another byproduct of that evolution is that Massachusetts has built a strong clean 
energy goods and services export economy, particularly in manufacturing and pro-
fessional services.  

APPROXIMATELY TWO-THIRDS (66%) OF CLEAN ENERGY 
MANUFACTURERS IN MASSACHUSETTS PRIMARILY SERVE 
CUSTOMERS OUT OF STATE (48% OUTSIDE OF NEW EN-
GLAND AND 7% INTERNATIONALLY). 39% OF PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICES FIRMS REPORT PRIMARILY SERVING OUT OF STATE 
CUSTOMERS, INCLUDING 21% OUTSIDE OF NEW ENGLAND 
AND 5% INTERNATIONALLY.

INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE
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12.  7 M.G.L. § 9A 
13.  10 M.G.L. § 35FF. 
14.  6A M.G.L. § 19. 
15. Due to rounding, all totals do not equal 100%. This applies to many charts in the report.

Figure 2: Primary Customer Location for Manufacturing & Legal, Finance & Other Professional Services15

33%

11%

7%

48%

62%

18%

5%

15%

LEGAL, FINANCE AND OTHER PROF SERVICESMANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY
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INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE  Overall Trends

THE CLEAN ENERGY INDUSTRY IN MASSA-
CHUSETTS HAS GROWN BY MORE THAN 
28,000 JOBS OVER THE PAST FOUR YEARS, 
A GROWTH RATE OF 47%.  AS OF MAY 2014, 
THE INDUSTRY EMPLOYS 88,372 CLEAN  
ENERGY WORKERS IN MASSACHUSETTS. 

CHAPTER 2 / JOBS

[ FIRST BY-SEA DELIVERY OF A WIND BLADE TO MASSCEC’S WIND TECHNOLOGY TESTING CENTER, CHARLESTOWN ]
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 The Jobs LandscapeJOBS

THE JOBS LANDSCAPE

CLEAN ENERGY EMPLOYMENT GREW BY 10.5% SINCE 2013, 
NEARLY EIGHT TIMES FASTER THAN THE OVERALL JOB GROWTH  
IN MASSACHUSETTS. 
Massachusetts clean energy workers currently account for 2.4% of all jobs in the 
Commonwealth.

These rates of employment growth demonstrate that clean energy jobs have grown 
significantly faster than Massachusetts’ other key industries, including life sciences, 
information and communications technologies (ICT), and financial services.1 

Employers remain optimistic about the future.  Clean energy establishments expect to 
add more than 11,700 jobs over the coming 12 months, a 13.3% growth rate.  This 
compares with overall state job growth projections of less than 2%.
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2010

0

125,000

60,274 64,310 71,523
79,994

88,372
100,138

2011 2012 2013 2014 PROJECTED 2015

6.7%
11.2%

11.8%
10.5%

13.3%

Figure 1: Massachusetts Clean Energy Employment Growth 2010-2015 (Projected)

1. According the data from MassBIO’s 2013 Industry Snapshot (http://www.massbio.org/writable/editor_files/industry_snap-
shot_2013_final_copy2.pdf) and Economic Modeling Specialists, Intl. data, life sciences employment grew by 3%, ICT grew by 
16%, and finance and insurance grew by 3% since 2010.



JOBS BY ACTIVITY

 
Figure 2 illustrates the diversity in the type3 of clean energy jobs that are filled by workers 
with diverse backgrounds and interests. Figure 3 shows that employers across all activ-
ities added workers over the past year, and almost all expect strong employment growth 
over the next 12 months.4 

Figure 2: Percentage of Employment by Activity Area2

INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE

SALES AND DISTRIBUTION

MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY

ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH

LEGAL, FINANCE, AND OTHER PROF SERVICES

OTHER

16.5%

6.5%
6.3% 26.6%

24.3%19.8%

Figure 3: Massachusetts Clean Energy Employment Growth by Activity from 2013 to 20145

21,637

19,031

17,458

13,458

8,409

23,546

21,454

17,514

14,596

5,720

5,542

8.8%

8.5%

-32%

.3%

12.7%

0 25,000

2013

2014

Sales and Distribution 

Installation  
and Maintenance

Engineering  
and Research

Manufacturing  
and Assembly

Legal, Finance  
and other Prof Services

Other

2. Note that “other” activities include consulting, academia, non-profit organizations, etc. 
3. The “type” of jobs is referred to throughout the report as “activity.” 
4. The 2014 survey included a new category, called “legal, finance, and other professional” services to better explain the activities in the “other” category. 
5. For 2014, the category “Legal, Finance, and other Professional Services” (5,542 jobs) was removed from the “Other” category calculation  
for percentage change.
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JOBS BY TECHNOLOGY

Clean energy employers in Massachusetts often work across technology areas although they may have a 
primary focus for their business. Consequently, their workforce is often distributed across various technology 
areas.  To gain a better understanding of how firms organize their workforce, survey respondents were asked, 
for the first time in 2014, to allocate their workers by major and minor sub-technologies.6  The tables below 
illustrate the breakdown of employment by technology area and presents energy efficiency and renewable en-
ergy in a comparative form. Because this is the first year with these refinements, no historical data is available.

2014 20142015 Projected 2015 Projected

65,182 JOBS 20,980 JOBS72,828 JOBS 24,765  JOBS11.7% 18%

EMPLOYMENT TOTALS AND GROWTH

EMPLOYMENT BY ACTIVITY

Energy Efficiency: Renewable Energy:

Renewable energy workers account for nearly 
21,000 jobs in Massachusetts.  Employers expect 
to add about 3,800 renewable energy workers 
over the next 12 months, representing the fastest 
growth of any technology area at 18%.

The Commonwealth’s renewable energy workers 
support many different activities.  While installation 
jobs make up the largest segment of employment at 
36%, thousands of employees work in professional 
services, sales, research, development, and engi-
neering, and manufacturing. The figure shows that 
the fraction of installation jobs for renewable energy 
is more than that for energy efficiency.

Energy efficiency workers make up the largest 
component of the clean energy workforce.  

Clean energy employers expect to add more energy 
efficiency workers over the coming year than any 
other category.

Energy efficiency workers conduct many different 
types of activities, from early-stage research 
and development through installation and 
maintenance.  The figures below show that the 
percentage of energy efficiency workers focused 
on research and development is nearly twice that 
of renewable energy.

9.8%

12.2%

8.6%

15.8%

26.3%

27.3%

Figure 4: Energy Efficiency 2014 Employment by Activity Figure 5: Renewable Energy 2014 Employment by Activity

5.4%

6.9%

19.1% 18.5%

35.7%14.5%

SALES AND DISTRIBUTION

INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE
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MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY

LEGAL, FINANCE, AND OTHER PROF SERVICES

OTHER
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6. The allocation method employed in 2014 is a refined approach to the data collection used in prior years of this study.  In earlier years, the surveys 
sought only the employers’ reported primary activities, not individual workers.  However, the smaller sample sizes in some on the more minor technology 
areas make the data subject to greater margins of error.
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Energy efficiency employees work with many 
different and specialized sub-technologies.  
The largest employment segments focus on 
building efficiency, while thousands of workers 
are employed in energy efficient processes and 
machinery, demand response services, smart grid 
and energy storage.

Renewable energy workers are engaged with 
many different technologies, though a majority 
work in solar. Wind, hydropower, and bioenergy 
are also significant employment categories. 

Figure 7: Renewable Energy Workers by

Sub-Technologies, 2014 Employment7

Figure 6: Energy Efficiency Workers by Sub-Technolo-

gies, 2014 Employment
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152
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1,997

12,122

3,195
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,18
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7. Note that unlike some other studies focused on full time equivalents, this study includes workers that do not spend a ma-
jority of their time supporting solar activities.  The 50% threshold that is applied in the Solar Foundation census,  for example, 
would bring the solar total to 9,443 (growth of 12.4% since our estimate in 2013).  See thesolarfoundation.org.

Energy Efficient Applicances

Energy Efficient Processes and Machinery

10,318

5,799

Lighting10,937

HVAC and Building Controls17,764

Weatherization Services5,762
Energy Efficient Building Materials5,656

Water and Wastewater Technologies1,535

Other3,115
Smart Grid1,868

Demand Response Services1,256

Energy Storage1,173

EMPLOYMENT BY TECHNOLOGY

Energy Efficiency: Renewable Energy:
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Renewable energy jobs grew by 5% over the last 
12 months9 according to employers. This employ-
ment growth has been driven by sales, installation 
and manufacturing jobs (as seen in Figure 5), 
which is consistent with the historic growth in 
global and domestic renewable energy installed 
capacity. Solar growth has been especially 
strong, with more than 1,000 new workers spend-
ing a majority of their time on solar installations.  
This finding is consistent with the unprecedented 
growth in the solar market.10 

The global and national markets for renewable en-
ergy also impact Massachusetts employers.  As in 
the Commonwealth, the U.S. overall experienced 
historic installed solar capacity growth, adding 
4,751 MW of new solar electricity in 2013. Nearly 
one in four renewable energy firms reported 
that their customers are located outside of New 
England, supporting the premise that external 
markets influence Massachusetts jobs.  

Employment at early-stage firms accounts for less 
than 2% of all renewable energy employment in 
Massachusetts.  While growth in these manufac-
turing and research firms was relatively slow from 
2013-2014, their employment growth since 2011 
exceeds 67%.

The growth in efficiency jobs is driven by local 
and global deployment, as well as innovation. 
Supportive local policies and programs, e.g., 
Green Communities Act 2008, the Stretch 
Energy Codes, Massachusetts Energy Efficiency 
Partnership, etc, appear to play an important 
role in the local energy efficiency job growth.  
Employers in Massachusetts reported that cus-
tomer incentives are important drivers to their 
growth, particularly for installation and sales 
firms that serve the local market. As evidence 
of the strong local market, Massachusetts has 
achieved the #1 ranking in efficiency three 
years in a row by the American Council for an 
Energy Efficient Economy (ACEEE)8 and the #4 
ranking by the U.S. Green Building Council for 
sustainable building design and construction for 
the past two years.

The growth of the global market for energy 
efficiency goods and services also plays a key 
role in job growth, as seen by the expansion 
in manufacturing and sales in Massachusetts.  
While a majority of firms report serving the mar-
ket in New England, 19% are national or global 
exporters.   

Energy efficiency workers are not only focused 
on existing products.  In fact, with 10,265  
employees (15.7% of all energy efficiency 
workers), there are more workers at early-stage 
companies, defined as those working on 
pre-commercial goods and services, focused  
on energy efficiency than renewable energy  
and transportation combined.  
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8. See: ACEEE State Energy Efficiency Scorecard, available at: http://www.aceee.org/state-policy/scorecard. 
9 In previous reports, technology-level employment estimates were based on employers primary technology focus.  In order to refine  
these estimates at the worker level, minor changes were made to the methodology.  Therefore, historical comparisons are not feasible.  
10. http://www.seia.org/state-solar-policy/massachusetts
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Alternative Transportation

The Massachusetts clean energy industry 
includes 1,290 alternative transportation workers.  

EMPLOYMENT TOTALS AND GROWTH
While this is significantly fewer than energy 
efficiency or renewable energy, alternative 
transportation is rapidly growing, with employers 
expecting to add nearly 200 workers over the 
coming 12 months with an employment growth 
rate of 14.7%.

EMPLOYMENT BY ACTIVITY
Workers in this category are focused on electric 
vehicles, electric rail and other advanced trans-
portation technologies, and are primarily working 
in consulting services and research, and fewer 
than 24% are working in maintenance or sales.

EMPLOYMENT GROWTH DRIVERS
Electric vehicle adoption has been slower in Mas-
sachusetts than in some “early adopter” states 
which have offered more generous incentives 
for these technologies.11 To address this, the 
state has developed an action plan that includes 
the purchase of a fleet of electric buses for the 
City of Worcester, infrastructure grants, and a 
rebate of $2,500 for consumers who purchase 
electric or hybrid vehicles.  These incentives12 
are intended to stimulate the local market and 
advance alternative transportation technologies 
in the Commonwealth. Because of the smaller 
number of workers, less information is available 
from employers about their talent needs and 
hiring profiles. Given the more emerging nature 
of alternative transportation technologies and the 
employment split by activity, employers report 
that their workers tend to have advanced  
degrees and industry experience.

SALES AND DISTRIBUTION

INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE

ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH

MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY

LEGAL, FINANCE, AND OTHER PROF SERVICES

OTHER

15%

42.1%

15%

8.3%

1.5%

18.1%

Figure 8: Alternative Transportation  
2014 Employment by Activity

Greenhouse Gas Management and Accounting

More than 700 employees in Massachusetts work pri-
marily on greenhouse gas management and account-
ing, which includes secondary carbon markets, carbon 
capture and storage, and other activities.  Due to the 
size of this category, less information is available re-
garding the workforce profile and needs of employers; 
however, there is activity across all segments of the val-
ue chain, from early-stage research and development, 
manufacturing of pilot projects and, most significantly, 
consulting and other professional services.

Greenhouse gas management and accounting workers 
are primarily focused on two types of activities: (1) 
consulting, trading, and management of carbon credits 
in the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, and (2) 
research and development of carbon capture and 
storage technologies.  As a result, employers tend to 
seek employees with graduate education and at least 
some experience.

2014 2015 Projected

722 JOBS 814 JOBS 12.7%

2014 2015 Projected

1,290 JOBS 1,479 JOBS 14.7%

11. See generally, The State of Massachusetts EV Policy Assessing the Opportunities , the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, available at: http://www.
mass.gov/eea/docs/doer/clean-cities/ccc-ma-ev-policy.pdf; http://content.sierraclub.org/EVguide/blog/2013/03/why-massachusetts-so-behind-ev-adoption. 
12. See Massachusetts Electric Vehicle Incentive program (MassEVIP) details at http://www.mass.gov/eea/agencies/massdep/air/grants/massevip.html
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NEW HIRES, EXPERIENCE AND  
EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS

MORE THAN 25% OF THE NEW 
HIRES OVER THE PAST 12 MONTHS 
WERE TO FILL PROFESSIONAL OR 
MANAGERIAL POSITIONS, WHICH 
TYPICALLY PAY MORE THAN DOU-
BLE THE STATE AVERAGE WAGE 
ACROSS ALL OCCUPATIONS IN 
MASSACHUSETTS. 
The most significant difference based on work-
ers’ activities is that the new renewable energy 
workers were more likely to engage in sales 
and new energy efficiency workers were more 
likely to work in professional or management 
positions.

Ethnic and racial minorities account for 22.3% 
of the hires over the past 12 months, which is 
comparable to the population of minorities in the 
Commonwealth. 

Only 26.2% of the new clean energy hires  
over the last 12 months were women, comp-
ared to 51.3% of women in the Massachusetts 
workforce. 

Over the past 12 months, more than 10,000 
people were hired by clean energy companies 
to fill new positions and replace workers leaving 
due to retirement or other turnover.  A majority 
of new clean energy hires over the past year had 
prior work experience (60.7%), which is similar 
to previous years’ findings. As the Massachu-
setts unemployment rate continues to decline, 
the number of job seekers with prior experience 
is expected to decline with it.  In turn, the 
number hired with prior experience is expected 
to drop in subsequent years.  However, for the 
time being, there is still significant competition 
from experienced candidates.  This creates 
added challenges for job seekers without prior 
experience.

Figure 10: Distribution of Clean Energy Hires at  
Energy Efficiency Firms (2014)

9.6%

17.8%

32.2%

33.4%

7%

Figure 11: Distribution of Clean Energy Hires at  
Renewable Energy Firms (2014)

12%

17.3%

31.7%

20.3%
18.7%

PRODUCTION/TECHNICIAN MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONAL SALES ADMINISTRATIVE OTHER
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Figure 9: Distribution of Clean Energy (Energy Efficien-
cy, Renewable Energy, Alternative Transportation and 
Green House Gas Management and Accounting) Hires 
at Massachusetts Firms (2014)

10.7%

16.9% 33.7%

25.4%

13.3%
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The inexperienced workers hired over the previous 12 months had 
significantly lower education levels than the more experienced 
workers.  This suggests that entry-level careers have relatively low 
requirements for education and training.  Unlike with some industries, 
where experience can often substitute for education (and vice-versa), 
clean energy employers seem to more typically seek both education 
and experience as workers move up the career ladder.

Nearly 40% of the employees hired over the past twelve months had 
more than seven years of experience (Figure 12) and, while prior 
work experience is important to employers across activities, it seems 
to be especially important to manufacturers, sales and distribution, 
and professional services firms.  

The majority of new hires at firms in each activity area held a bach-
elor’s degree or more, with the exception of sales and distribution 
and installation firms (Figure 13). The differences in educational 
backgrounds were not significant by technology.

Figure 12: Preferred Experience for 
Clean Energy Job Candidates at 
Massachusetts Firms (2014)

0% 80%

37.9%7+ Years of Experience

26.7%3-7 Years of Experience
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5.5%Less than 1 Year of Exp.

4.2%Not sure

ASSOCIATES DEGREEHIGH SCHOOL OR EQUIVALENT POST-SECONDARY CREDENTIAL BACHELOR’S DEGREE OR HIGHER

Figure 13: Educational Requirements for New Clean Energy Hires by Activity
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
is home to 153 public and private uni-
versities and 15 community colleges,13  
hundreds of research institutions 
(predominantly in healthcare) as well as 
one of the strongest K-12 educational 
systems in the United States.  In addi-
tion, the state’s employers are served 
by a network of job training programs, 
vocational/technical high schools, 
apprenticeship and pre-apprenticeship 
programs.

Since the passage of the Green Jobs 
Act in 2008,  many of these institutions, 
in every part of Massachusetts, have 
created programs to specifically prepare 
students for clean energy careers.  
These degree and certificate programs 
are listed and described at www.
cleanenergyeducation.org, a joint project 
of the Massachusetts Clean Energy 
Center, New England Clean Energy 
Council, and Northeast Energy Efficien-
cy Partnerships.  These programs with 
success in placing their graduates have 
invested either significant time or money 
in staff infrastructure to manage em-
ployer engagement (such as Greenfield 
Community College) or have developed 
customized programs together with 
employers who have made firm commit-
ments to hire graduates (such as Bunker 
Hill Community College). 

Despite the abundant supply from 34 
clean energy post-secondary certificate 
programs in Massachusetts, a very small 
percentage of workers hired over the 
last 12 months had a post-secondary 
credential in clean energy (less than an 
associates degree).MassCEC sponsors 
several programs that help job seekers 
Several programs help job seekers 
prepare to obtain clean energy jobs in 

In June, 2014, there were 365 programs at 124 dif-
ferent institutions throughout Massachusetts.  See the 
table below for details and visit the online directory to 
learn about each of the individual offerings.

Figure 14: Training and Certification programs in Massachusetts
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13. http://www.bls.gov/opub/mlr/2009/06/regrep.pdf.; M.G.L ch. 15A, § 5.
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INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE  Overall Trends

Massachusetts and bring awareness of clean energy opportunities.

Internship: Internships play a critical role in securing jobs in clean energy because 
they provide the key experience that so many employers seek. MassCEC has a 
highly valued internship program. The summer of 2014 saw a record 129 compa-
nies and over 209 interns participate in the MassCEC Clean Energy Internship Pro-
gram. Since the program’s inception in 2011, 871 students have taken internships 
with 225 clean energy employers.

MassCEC Jobs Board: This (www.masscec.com/jobs) is a valuable tool for clean 
energy employers to post open positions with their companies and find the talent 
that they need in order to grow their workforce in Massachusetts.

Capacity Building: With MassCEC support, entities around the Commonwealth 
have offered programs specifically geared toward preparing individuals for careers 
in clean energy. Cape Cod Community College, for instance, directly enrolled 
19 high school students in a renewable energy class. In another example, Bristol 
Community college recruited 24 faculty members from area high schools into its 
“Introduction to Sustainable & Green Technologies” engineering program. In turn, 
these faculty members are empowered to help educate students in their respective 
schools on these topics.

Pathways Out of Poverty: The MassCEC Pathways Out of Poverty program pro-
vides grant funding for job training programs that help low- and moderate-income 
earners build careers in the clean energy sector and attain financial self-sufficiency.

As part of the Pathways Out of Poverty program, Co-op Power, a consumer-owned 
sustainable energy cooperative that provides members with discounted energy 
products and services, has enrolled 24 individuals in their on-the-job training 
program. Thus far, 19 of these participants have been placed with clean energy 
employers, with the eventual goal of attaining unsubsidized employment at these 
companies.

In an additional facet of Pathways Out of Poverty, the New Bedford Economic De-
velopment Council used grant funds to enroll 22 under/unemployed/out of school 
youths into a program focused on earning these individuals their GEDs. These 
participants also take renewable energy engineering classes at partner Bristol 
Community College to earn credits toward either a ‘Wind Power Certification’ or a 
‘Workforce Certification.’

SOURCE: MASSCEC

PUBLIC CLEAN ENERGY  
WORKFORCE PROGRAMS 2
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[ TESTING A WIND TURBINE BLADE AT THE WTTC, CHARLESTOWN ]

The Wind Technology Testing Center (WTTC) in Charlestown 

is the largest indoor wind blade testing facility in North Amer-

ica. The WTTC has been operating at or near capacity since 

operations started in the summer of 2011.



INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE  Overall Trends

THE CLEAN ENERGY INDUSTRY 
IN MASSACHUSETTS CONTINUES 
TO GROW, AND NOW INCLUDES 
5,985 ESTABLISHMENTS 
THROUGHOUT THE STATE, UP 
FROM 5,557 FIRMS IN 2013, AN 
INCREASE OF 7.7%.   

CHAPTER 3 / BUSINESSES

[ A ROOFTOP SOLAR INSTALLATION AT THE MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY 
(MWRA) SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT, DEER ISLAND, BOSTON HARBOR ]
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 Business LandscapeBUSINESSES

BUSINESS LANDSCAPE

MASSACHUSETTS CLEAN ENERGY 
BUSINESSES PRODUCE SIGNIFICANT 
REVENUES AND REPRESENT APPROX-
IMATELY $10 BILLION IN GROSS STATE 
PRODUCT, WHICH IS 2.5% OF THE 
COMMONWEALTH’S TOTAL.  
Massachusetts has created or attracted more than 
1,000 new establishments1 since 2011, when the 
first survey was conducted.

ESTABLISHMENTS BY ACTIVITY

Figure 2 illustrates the breakdown of establish-
ments by their primary value chain activity.  More 
than half of the firms in the industry are focused on 
installation and maintenance or sales and distribu-
tion.  Figure 3 shows the change in the number of 
establishments from 2013-2014.  

There is no immediately obvious reason for the drop 
in manufacturing, sales establishments, and engi-
neering and research given that employment over 
the same period either grew or stayed the same.
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Figure:1: Clean Energy Establishments in Massachusetts
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Figure 2: Establishments by Activity
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Figure 3: Massachusetts Clean Energy Establishment 
Growth by Activity from 2013 to 20142 

Manufacturing  
and Assembly

564 488 -13.5%

Installation  
and Maintenance

2,187 2,378 8.7%

Engineering and Research

1,018 780 -23.4%

Legal, Finance  
and other Prof. Services

62.5%816 1,326

Sales and Distribution

992 919 -7.4%

2013 COMPANY TOTALS

2014 COMPANY TOTALS

1. For the purposes of this report, the terms “firm” and “establishment” are used interchangeably.  
2. The 2014 survey included a new category, called “legal, finance, and other professional” services to better explain the activities in the “other”  
category. For 2014, Legal, finance, and other profesional services (615 establishments) and “Other” (711 establishments) are combined to provide  
comparison to 2013. 



ESTABLISHMENTS BY TECHNOLOGY

Respondents were asked if they offered goods and/or services to customers in four different categories  
of clean energy technologies, including:  energy efficiency, renewables, alternative transportation, and 
greenhouse gas accounting and management.3  This section presents energy efficiency and renewable 
energy in a comparative form and the other two separately due to insufficient data.

2013 20132014 2014

3,002 FIRMS 2,312 FIRMS4,072 FIRMS 2,468 FIRMS35.6% 6.7%

ESTABLISHMENTS BY ACTIVITY

Energy Efficiency: Renewable Energy:

As with employment, energy efficiency is the largest 
technology and added the most new establishments 
over the past year. As of 2014, 68% of all clean 
energy firms are engaged in energy efficiency work.  
This is a sizable increase of over 35% since 2013.

As noted, many of these firms may also be involved 
in renewable energy or other parts of the clean 
energy industry.

Renewable energy establishments include any clean 
energy firms that are involved in the markets for solar 
power, wind and tidal energy, biofuels, geothermal 
power, and other renewables.  41% of the Com-
monwealth’s 5,985 clean energy establishments 
are involved in renewable energy.  The 2014 total 
of 2,468 firms involved in renewables is an increase 
of 6.7% over the 2,312 establishments found in the 
2013 survey.

Energy efficiency is more than installation and sales. 
48% of the firms engage in a diverse value chain 
of activities including engineering and research, 
manufacturing, etc.

SALES AND DISTRIBUTION

INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH

MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY LEGAL, FINANCE, AND OTHER PROF SERVICES

OTHER

As shown below, the split of activities among  
renewable energy firms is similar to the split in 
energy efficiency.

15.9%

30.5%

13.2%

9.2%

18.3%

12.9%16%

35.9%
13.1%

9.2%

15.4%

10.5%

Figure 4: Energy Efficiency Firms by Activity Figure 5: Renewable Energy Firms by Activity

3.  As noted above, this year’s survey found that there are 5,985 clean energy establishments in the state.  However, many of these firms conduct work 
that spans multiple technologies and activities.  For example, some firms conduct energy efficiency retrofits and install solar panels, while also developing 
and deploying new hardware technologies to advance energy solutions for homes and businesses. As a result, the total number of establishments by 
technology exceeds the overall total of 5,985 because firms presented are asked to count all of the technologies they are involved in, not just a primary 
activity.  The numbers, therefore, count the number of establishments providing goods and services in the referenced technology sector, not the total 
number of unique establishments in the Commonwealth.  There will be occasional reminders that the numbers are not designed to be added and totaled. 
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ESTABLISHMENTS BY SUB-TECHNOLOGIES

HIRING CONCERNS

Energy Efficiency: Renewable Energy:

In this year’s survey (for the first time), establish-
ments provided information about whether or not 
they were involved in providing goods and services 
for specific energy efficiency sub-technologies. 

The year 2014 had strong, double-digit growth  
in almost every renewable energy sub-technology,  
with some exceeding 30 percent growth.

Recruiting and hiring entry-level employees is a 
concern for clean energy firms involved in energy 
efficiency, but finding experienced workers is even 
more difficult, as seen in Figure 8 below.

Both energy efficiency and renewable energy firms 
quoted similar difficulties in hiring both entry level 
and experienced workers.

Lighting

HVAC and Building Controls

Energy Efficient Applicances

Weatherization Services

Energy Efficient Processes and Machinery

Water and Wastewater Technologies

Energy Storage

Smart Grid
Demand Response Services
Other

Energy Efficient Building Materials

1,660

1,401

1,242

1,063

894

865

755
616
586
398
258

Figure 6: Energy Efficiency Sub-Technologies  
Involvement Totals, 2014

Figure 7. Renewable Energy Sub-Technologies  
Establishment Totals, 2013-2014

Figure 8: Difficulty Finding Workers for Energy 
Efficiency Firms

Figure 9: Difficulty Finding Workers for Renew-
able Energy Firms

Very Difficult

Somewhat Difficult

Not At All Difficult

DK/NA

ENTRY-LEVEL

17%

49%

32%

2%

EXPERIENCED

24%

55%

21%

Very Difficult

Somewhat Difficult

Not At All Difficult

DK/NA

ENTRY-LEVEL

16%

47%

35%

2%

EXPERIENCED

21%

52%

27%

WIND POWER

SOLAR4

GEOTHERMAL

BIOMASS

HYDROPOWER  
OR HYDROKINETIC

RENEWABLE ENERGY 
COMBINED HEAT  
& POWER

2013 2014

4. PV, thermal or concentrated solar power (CSP)

1,280

573

395

280

261

331

1,415

645

467

421

342

335

11%

13%

18%

50%

31%

1%
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CUSTOMER LOCATION

For most renewable energy firms (55%), the majority 
of vendors are located outside of Massachusetts.

IN MASSACHUSETTS IN NEW ENGLAND, BUT OUTSIDE OF MA IN THE US, BUT OUTSIDE OF NEW ENGLAND

OUTSIDE OF THE US DK/NA

IN MASSACHUSETTS IN NEW ENGLAND, BUT OUTSIDE OF MA IN THE US, BUT OUTSIDE OF NEW ENGLAND

OUTSIDE OF THE US DK/NA

36.7%

14.7%

36%

4.7%
8%

Figure 10 illustrates that nearly 50% of energy  
efficiency firms have a majority of their vendors 
outside Massachusetts.

Two-thirds of firms involved in energy efficiency 
(66.9%) report that their customers are primarily  
in Massachusetts, with 11.9% saying that their  
customers are primarily in New England states  
outside of Massachusetts, illustrating the primarily 
local nature of the industry. Exports are a small but 
growing market and represent a large potential.

In a further demonstration that many clean energy 
companies involved in renewable energy are fo-
cused on deployment, a significant majority of firms 
(61.3%) reported that their customers are primarily 
in Massachusetts, with an additional 12% saying 
customers were primarily in New England, but out-
side of Massachusetts, for a customer base that is  
slightly lower than that of energy efficiency firms.

47.7%

15.9%

24.5%

6.6%
5.3%

Figure 11: Vendor Location for Renewable Energy FirmsFigure 10: Vendor Location for Energy Efficiency Firms

Figure 12: Customer Location for Energy Efficiency Firms Figure 13: Customer Location for Renewable Energy Firms

Information about vendor locations provides data on supply chain dollars that are leaving Massachusetts  
and opportunities for in-state suppliers to identify market opportunities with companies that are currently 
buying from out-of-state vendors. 

66.9%

11.9%

14.6%

4.6% 2%

61.3%12%

19.3%

4.7% 2.7%

VENDOR LOCATION

Energy Efficiency: Renewable Energy:
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POLICY AND BUSINESS NEEDS

Energy efficiency and renewable energy firms were asked a series of questions about government policies 
and programs, barriers to doing business and achieving growth, and advantages and disadvantages of  
being in Massachusetts.  Some of the respondents revealed clear preferences held by strong pluralities,  
and others failed to generate significant trends or patterns.

Renewable energy firms said that “incentives or tax 
breaks and/or credits,” and “changing net metering,”  
would have the great impact on accelerating the 
adoption of clean energy goods and services by 
Massachusetts consumers.

Respondents said that “incentives or tax breaks and/
or credits” and “rebates” were among the policies 
or programs that would have the greatest impact on 
accelerating the growth of the clean energy industry 
in Massachusetts.

Incentives or Tax Breaks/Credits

Rebates

Regulations on Building or Energy Codes

Loans/Grants or Subsidies

Financing for Consumers

SREC Program

Changing Net Metering

RPS Standards

Incentives or Tax Breaks/Credits

Changing Net Metering

Loans/Grants or Subsidies

SREC Program

Financing for Consumers

Rebates

RPS Standards

Regulations on Building or Energy Codes

23% 21%

16% 13%

12% 12%

7% 9%

5% 8%

4% 8%

4% 7%

2% 4%

Figure 14: Policies or Programs with Greatest 
Potential Impact for Energy Efficiency Firms5

Figure 15: Policies or Programs with Greatest 
Potential Impact for Renewable Energy Firms6
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The biggest impediments to a firm’s success were 
reported as “regulations or taxes,” “poor market 
conditions and the economy” and “costs.”

5. The “other” category (36.9%) was omitted – no single category within “other” was greater than two percent. 
6. The “other” category (28.7%) was omitted – no single category within “other” was greater than two percent. 
7. The “other” category (30.6%) was omitted – no single category within “other” was greater than two percent. 
8. The “other” category (38.1%) was omitted – no single category within “other” was greater than two percent.

Regulations or Taxes

Poor Market Conditions and the Economy

Costs

Bureaucracy/Government

Marketing/Educating Consumers

Difficulty Finding Employees

Financing or Funding

18%

13%

13%

8%

7%

7%

4%

Figure 16: Barriers or Impediments to Business’ 
Success for Energy Efficiency Firms7 

Regulations or Taxes

Financing or Funding

Difficulty Finding Employees

Marketing/Educating Consumers

Costs

Poor Market Conditions and the Economy

Bureaucracy/Government

20%

14%

10%

7%

6%

4%

1%

Figure 17: Barriers or Impediments to Business’ 
Success for Renewable Energy Firms8

The biggest reported impediments to a renewable 
energy firm’s success were “regulations or taxes,” 
“financing or funding” and “difficulty finding  
employees.”

POLICIES AND PROGRAMS

Energy Efficiency: Renewable Energy:

BARRIERS AND IMPEDIMENTS TO SUCCESS

 Policy and Business NeedsBUSINESSES



Figure 20: Single Biggest Disadvantage to Operating 
in Massachusetts and Barriers for Growth to Energy 
Efficiency Firms11 

Figure 21: Single Biggest Disadvantage to Operating in 
Massachusetts and Barriers for Growth to Renewable 
Energy Firms12 

DISADVANTAGE:
Taxes

Costs

Regulations

Insurance and Workman’s Comp. Costs

Financial Challenges

41%

21%

18%

4%

2%

DISADVANTAGE:
Taxes

Costs

Regulations

Financial Challenges

Insurance and Workman’s Comp. Costs

23%

21%

8%

7%

5%

BARRIER TO GROWTH:

Taxes

Regulations

Lack of Financial Support for Businesses or Clients

Cost of Doing Business

Permitting

Uncertainty/Inconsistency of Taxes/SREC/Net Metering

29%

17%

14%

13%

9%

3%

BARRIER TO GROWTH:

Taxes

Lack of Financial Support for Businesses or Clients

Regulations

Uncertainty/Inconsistency of Taxes/SREC/net metering

Cost of Doing Business

Permitting

21%

19%

13%

10%

10%

9%

9.   The “other” category (13.6%) was omitted – no single category within “other” was greater than two percent. 
10. The “other” category (24.0%) was omitted – no single category within “other” was greater than two percent. 
11. The “other” categories for disadvantages (28.1%) and barriers to growth (44.2%) were omitted –  
no single category within “other” was greater than two percent. 
12.  The “other” categories for disadvantages (48.9%) and barriers to growth (40.7%)were omitted –  
no single category within “other” was greater than two percent.

The single biggest advantage of doing business in Massachusetts was cited as “location – it’s where they 
reside or created their business.” “Skilled workforce/access to talent” was another big reason.  

Two out of five energy efficiency firms (40.6%) said 
that “taxes” was the single biggest disadvantage to 
doing business in the Commonwealth, while a fifth 
of the firms (20.8%) named “costs.”  When asked 
about barriers impacting their growth, taxes easily 
topped the list for energy efficiency firms, at 28.6%.

Renewable energy employers noted high “taxes” 
and “costs” as the biggest disadvantages in Mas-
sachusetts.  “Taxes” and “lack of financial support 
for businesses or clients” were cited as the biggest 
barriers for growth. 

DISADVANTAGES AND BARRIERS

Location

Skilled Workforce/Access to Talent

Thriving Clean Energy/Business Environment 

Highly Educated Population / Academic Institutions

Customer Base

State Support for Clean Energy

Incentives or Rebates

34%

16%

12%

9%

7%

7%

2%

Figure 18: Single Greatest Advantage to Operating 
in Massachusetts for Energy Efficiency Firms9 

Location

Skilled Workforce/Access to Talent

Incentives or Rebates

Highly Educated Population / Academic Institutions

State Support for Clean Energy

Thriving Clean Energy/Business Environment 

Customer Base

21%

12%

12%

11%

10%

9%

4%

Figure 19: Single Greatest Advantage to Operating 
in Massachusetts for Renewable Energy Firms10

Energy Efficiency: Renewable Energy:

ADVANTAGES OF MASSACHUSETTS
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SIMPORTANCE OF PROXIMITY TO RESEARCH/ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS

Commenting on what level of tax and regulatory barriers were of greatest concern, respondents reported 
that state government topped the list, as seen below. 

More than half (52%) of energy efficiency firms 
stated that it is important to be close to research 
institutions, as seen in Figure 24.

Firms involved in renewable energy had a mixed 
answer as to the importance of proximity to this 
asset.  18.1% said that it was “very important” and 
38.9% selected “somewhat important,” similar to 
firms engaged in energy efficiency work.

Not surprisingly, engineering, research and manufac-
turing firms (involving pre-commercial activity) valued 
the proximity more highly than did the clean energy 
industry as a whole.  (See Figure 24, 25)

26%

48%
32%

27.3%

Figure 22: Level of Tax and Regulatory Barriers for 
Energy Efficiency Firms

Figure 23: Level of Tax and Regulatory Barriers for 
Renewable Energy Firms

Figure 24: Value of Proximity to Research Institutions for 
Energy Efficiency Firms

Figure 25: Comparison of “Pre-Commercial” Clean Ener-
gy Firms to Overall Clean Energy Industry on Importance 
of Proximity to Researchers and Academic Institutions

VERY IMPORTANT

LOCAL

SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT

STATE

NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT

FEDERAL

DK/NA

DK/NA

16.7%

36%

45.3%

2%

22.1%

40.3%23.5%

31.5%

29% 52% 19%

Pre-Commercial

17% 40% 43%

Overall

Energy Efficiency: Renewable Energy:

 Policy and Business NeedsBUSINESSES



The Massachusetts clean energy industry includes 
405 greenhouse gas accounting and management 
establishments, accounting for 6.8% of the industry 
total.   These firms work primarily in secondary 
carbon markets and carbon capture and storage. 
In order to be more clear about the types of firms 
included in this category, the technology was re-
named from “carbon management” in previous years 
so comparisons to previous years’ data should be 
made carefully.

More than 40% of the greenhouse gas accounting 
and management companies are in “finance, legal, 
professional services.”  Taken together with the 
13.3% in “engineering and research,” greenhouse 
gas management and accounting work at Massa-
chusetts firms involves a highly educated workforce.

Massachusetts does not have a large base of trans-
portation manufacturers, nor is the market compara-
ble to energy efficiency and renewable energy.  As 
a result, the alternative transportation sector is both 
smaller and more focused on professional services 
and engineering and research, as opposed to sales, 
manufacturing, or maintenance.

Due to the smaller number of firms in alternative 
transportation, detailed information about employer 
needs and difficulties is more difficult to ascertain 
with sufficient rigor.  Responses from alternative 
transportation firms seem more focused on consum-
er incentives, access to capital, and the need for a 
highly skilled workforce.

2013 2014

456 FIRMS 379 FIRMS -16.9%
2013 2014

489 FIRMS 405  FIRMS -17.2%

SALES AND DISTRIBUTION

INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE

ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH

MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY

LEGAL, FINANCE, AND OTHER PROF SERVICES

OTHER

8.9%

13.3%

17.8%

8.9%
31.1%

20% 6.7%

13.3%

13.3%

6.7%42.2%

17.8%

Alternative Transportation Greenhouse Gas Management and Accounting

Figure 26: Alternative Transportation Firms 
by Activity

Figure 27: Greenhouse Gas Accounting and Management 
Firms by Activity
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HIRING CONCERNS: DETAILED EXAMINATION

ACROSS THE ENTIRE CLEAN ENERGY 
INDUSTRY IN MASSACHUSETTS, 
THERE IS A SIGNIFICANT GROUP  
OF EMPLOYERS THAT FINDS IT  
“VERY DIFFICULT” TO RECRUIT  
AND HIRE NEEDED WORKERS IN 
MASSACHUSETTS.  
About 20% said that it was “very difficult” to find 
entry-level workers and 23.5% said the same 
about finding more experienced workers.

To gain a better understanding of this serious 
issue, the research team for the 2014 Massachu-
setts Clean Energy Report sent additional survey 
questions to a group of respondents in the “very 
difficult to recruit and hire” group.

Some of their responses are summarized below.

When asked why it was “very difficult” to recruit 
and hire for these occupations, nearly all respon-
dents said that there was simply a shortage of 
qualified and available people in the job market 
for certain occupations.  Specific occupations 
noted included:

In the case of insulation workers, several said 
that high turnover, hard working conditions, and 
relatively low pay were a big cause of the worker 
shortage.

In response to an open-ended question, some of 
the other reasons given by those finding it “very 
difficult” to fill jobs were:

Employers who found it very difficult to fill their 
job openings responded to the difficulty in similar 
ways.  Most agreed that: “we hire candidates 
who lack some needed skills, knowledge or 
experience and then train them on-the-job.”   

Others said that they expanded their search by 
“…re-advertising using additional methods until 
we find and hire the person we want.”

These employers were finding “work-arounds” to 
deal with hiring difficulties.

A significant number of employers in the “very 
difficult to hire” group, however, reported that 
they had not found a solution of any kind.  These 
firms say that they are forced to “leave positions 
unfilled, limiting our ability to take on more work 
and grow our business.”  

Several employers surveyed for this report cited 
the state’s licensing requirements as a challenge 
for the local solar industry; however, this is a 
complex issue and the employers’ opinions rep-
resent one of many perspectives on this issue. 
Also of importance is the opinion of public safety, 
organized labor, and other stakeholders who 
were not interviewed about this issue.

   Mechanical engineers

   Electrical engineers

   Energy engineers

   Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning/             
    Refrigeration (HVAC/R) technicians

   Insulation workers

   Commissioned sales people

   “Applicants are somewhat qualified,  
 but they lack sufficient experience.”

   “The people who apply are a little  
 qualified, but they don’t have enough  
 technical knowledge.”

   “I offer positions to candidates,  
 but they turn them down because  
 they want higher pay or more benefits  
 than I can provide.”
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INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE  Overall TrendsBUSINESS ECOSYSTEM 
FOR STARTUPS
Massachusetts is home to 
a strong support system 
for startups, with a vibrant 
community that provides 
specialized support for 
clean energy startups at 
each stage of development 
as they grow from concept 
to commercialization. 

Early-stage startups present to  
investors at regular energy-fo-
cused pitch competitions which 
include the MIT Clean Energy 
Prize (with a grand prize of 
$225,000) and the Ultra Light 
Startups Future Energy prize. Ear-
ly to mid-stage startups build their 
business plans and gain mentors 
at accelerator programs such 
as Cleantech Open Northeast 
(CTONE) and MassChallenge, 
both headquartered in Boston. In 
2013, CTONE worked with 38 
companies and handed out a total 
of over $80,000 in prizes. Cumu-
latively, CTONE companies have 
raised over $490 Million. In 2013, 
MassChallenge worked with 12 
clean energy companies and 
handed out a total of $100,000 in 
prizes. Cumulatively since 2010, 
52 MassChallenge clean energy 
companies have raised $105.8M 
in funding, generated $40.2M in 
revenue and created 465 jobs. 

Hackathon/DataJam 
The 3rd Boston Cleanweb Hack-
athon, held at Greentown Labs 
from April 4 - 6, 2014, drew a 

crowd of over 70 entrepreneurs, 
developers, thought leaders, 
executives and energy experts, 
and a mix of students and pro-
fessionals who joined together to 
form 10 teams designed to create 
information technology solutions 
to pressing resource constraints. 
The top winners included an app 
that lets users photograph and 
geotag energy inefficiencies, like 
leaving the lights on during the 
day; an app that organizes real 
estate listings by energy efficien-
cy; a hardware and software proj-
ect that allows homeowners to 
use their smartphones to control 
water flow to their houses; and an 
app that helps users travel more 
efficiently. All Hackathon teams 
were invited to participate in the 
Data Jam, a structured six-week 
accelerator program allowing 
teams the opportunity to further 
develop their products. The Hack-
athon winners were collectively 
awarded $10,000, with another 
$5,000 awarded to Data Jam 
winners in June 2014. 
 
Clean Energy Incubator  
Activity 
Incubators that concentrate on 
clean energy provide mid- to late-
stage startups across the state 
with access to specialized equip-
ment, along with shared office, 
lab and prototyping space.  
These include Greentown Labs 
in Somerville, one of the largest 

clean energy incubators in the 
U.S; the Advanced Technology 
Manufacturing Center in Fall 
River, which provides access to 
a range of laboratories including 
an advanced materials lab and 
an environmental chemistry lab; 
North Shore InnoVentures in 
Beverly with specialized wet 
lab space; and the Springfield 
Business Growth Center, serving 
Western Massachusetts. As of 
August 2014, these incubators 
support more than 50 clean en-
ergy companies in residence and 
4 companies ‘virtually’ (non-res-
idents), which together provide 
over 200 jobs. Together, these 
companies have raised over 
$14.3 million in grants, prizes and 
investments.

Clean Energy  
Workforce Programs 
The public clean energy work-
force programs, described in the 
Jobs section, outline resources 
that companies can use to hire 
the talent that they need. Notably, 
the clean energy internship pro-
gram helps companies get extra 
resources, in addition to helping 
students gain industry experience 
in preparation for clean energy 
jobs.

SOURCE: MASSCEC
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A conference table that converts for ping pong and 
treadmill desks belie the tough work underway at 
Retroficiency, a software-based energy efficiency 
company based in Boston and working to use big 
data to analyze and improve building energy use. 

“People work really hard, so, when we can, we try to 
enjoy ourselves,” said Matt McDaniel, a 31-year-old 
software engineer who has been with the company 
since 2011.

A Palmer native now living in Boston, McDaniel 
didn’t see himself entering the clean energy sector 
when he graduated from the Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute (WPI) in 2004 with a degree in computer 
science. But after a stint working in the social media 
field, the opportunity to join Retroficiency presented 
itself and McDaniel was thrilled to find a career that 
went beyond the normal database and data storage 
opportunities typically available for software engi-
neers. “We solve real-life energy problems,” he said.

During his time at WPI, McDaniel was able to do 
some clean energy work in the field during his 
course work. After joining Retroficiency, McDaniel 
honed his renewable energy and energy efficiency 
skills. The company uses software to work with 
clients, mainly utilities and energy service providers, 
to analyze their energy use and find ways to make 
that use more efficient, saving energy and money. 
Through the software that McDaniel helps to design 
and support, Retroficiency can help customers iden-
tify energy inefficiencies and remedy them by means 
such as ramping down heating systems when build-
ings aren’t being used and ensuring that heating and 
cooling systems aren’t operating simultaneously. 
“The cost to make these changes can be practically 
free,” he said.

Though working for a startup certainly has its perks 
(see the ping pong conference tables and treadmill 
desks), McDaniel said he’s most excited about 
working with the cross section of professionals 
Retroficiency’s more than 30 employees comprises. 
“Working with engineers, scientists exposes you to 
a lot of different ideas,” he said. “The coolest thing 
about the job is the cross-pollination.”

INNOVATION AT WORK

MATT MCDANIEL, 31

LIVES IN:   Boston

WORKS @:  Retroficiency

ROLE:   Senior Software Engineer



INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE  Overall Trends

MASSACHUSETTS REMAINED 
SECOND IN THE NATION IN TOTAL 
DOLLARS INVESTED IN CLEAN EN-
ERGY COMPANIES, BEHIND ONLY 
CALIFORNIA AND WELL AHEAD 
OF ITS CLOSEST COMPETITION IN 
NEW YORK, TEXAS, AND ILLINOIS.  

CHAPTER 4 / INVESTMENTS

[ ENERGY EFFICIENCY EQUIPMENT, HUDSON ]
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 Private InvestmentINVESTMENTS

THE COMMONWEALTH IS FIRST IN THE NATION IN 
PER-CAPITA INVESTMENT IN EARLY STAGE AND  
GROWTH EQUITY CLEAN ENERGY COMPANIES.1 
PRIVATE INVESTMENT

Private clean energy investment2 dollars declined 65% in Massachusetts 
in 2013, falling from its peak of $2 billion in 2012 to $700 million in 2013. 
Despite this, the long-term trajectory in the industry remains positive. The $700 
million invested in Massachusetts clean energy companies in 2013 is 14% 
higher than the $614 million invested in 2011 and 86% higher than the $376 
million invested in 2010.  While the investment amounts have fluctuated since 
2011, the number of deals to Massachusetts clean energy firms has steadily ris-
en.  From 2012 to 2013, the number of deals rose by 13% from 52 to 59 deals 
and the number of funded companies rose 26% from 38 to 48 companies.
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2011

48 DEALS
42 Funded Companies

2012

52 DEALS
38 Funded Companies

2013

59 DEALS
48 Funded Companies

Figure 1: Massachusetts Clean Energy Private Investment Deals and Funded Companies, 2011-2013

1. According to BW Research Partnership analysis of Cleantech Group data. See Methodology 
section for the data used and methodology applied. 
2. Defined for this report as venture/seed, structured debt, growth equity and project finance.
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[ AERIAL VIEW OF MASSCEC’S MARINE COMMERCE TERMINAL, NEW BEDFORD ]

The Marine Commerce Terminal in New Bedford-

is a significant infrastructure investment by the 

Commonwealth of Massachusetts to support the 

growth of the renewable energy industry and is 

expected to fuel job growth. The terminal is the 

nation’s first facility designed to support the con-

struction, assembly and deployment of offshore 

wind projects.

SOURCE: MASSCEC

INVESTMENTS IN RENEWABLE 
ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE



 Overall Trends

The MassCEC Investments program makes direct 

equity and debt investments in early stage clean 

energy companies in the Commonwealth to accel-

erate growth, create jobs, and advance technology 

and commercialization. The 16 companies currently 

in the MassCEC investments portfolio have filed 

for 639 patents with 126 granted. MassCEC 

invested $9 million into these companies, which 

has been leveraged with $535 million in additional 

investment from private investors. Of the current 

MassCEC portfolio companies, 10 have benefitted 

from strategic investments or partnerships.

SOURCE: MASSCEC

MASSCEC  
INVESTMENTS  
IN CLEAN ENERGY
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While the total number of dollars and deals over time, shown above, provides useful information to under-
stand the general investment landscape, disaggregated information is also important to examine since it 
shows other trends. The differing trends are due to the different capital requirements, different risk profiles of 
various stages of investment, as well as declining renewable energy project costs.
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Figure 2a: Clean Energy Private Investments in Dollars and Percentages, 2011-2013, with joint venture3

Figure 2b: Clean Energy Private Investments in Dollars and Percentages, 2011-2013, without joint venture

3. To facilitate relative comparison in bar graphs throughout this chapter, Massachusetts data is scaled in relation  
to its own year over year values, not necessarily on the same scale as the US and Global figures.

Notably, two large deals involving GreatPoint Energy, totaling $1.25 billion, significantly skewed the 2012 
overall investment dollar amounts in Massachusetts, particularly as it related to project finance ($830 million 
of the investment) and growth equity (the remaining $420 million).  As shown in Figures 2a and 2b, with the 
GreatPoint Energy joint venture removed, Massachusetts’ private investments posted smaller fluctuations 
from 2011 to 2012 (25% vs 228%) and from 2012 to 2013 (-8% vs. -65%).
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Project finance generally includes a debt-equity 
mix and does not include smaller commercial 
or residential renewable energy or energy 
efficiency projects, which are often financed by 
other types of loans. The number of investment 
deals has increased across all investment types 
over the past three years, with the exception of 
early-stage funding. On a percentage basis, the 
number of deals has increased most rapidly in 
project finance and growth equity. Large project 
finance investments can skew the investment 
mix by the type of technology.  Renewable 
energy projects comprised nearly 60% of the 
total clean energy investments by dollar amount 
in 2013. Excluding project finance, this number 
is nearly halved to 31% since project finance 
typically is used for larger scale renewable 
energy projects.

Figure 4: Massachusetts Clean Energy Private  
Investment Dollars by Technology, 20134 

RENEWABLE ENERGY

TRANSPORTATION

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

60.4%

2.5%

37.1%

Figure 3: Investments in Massachusetts in Number of Deals,  
2011-2013

200

1 43

Project Finance

8 13 11

Structured Debt

30 26 29

Seed/Series A/Series B

48 52 59

Totals

109 15

Growth Equity

20132011 2012

REGISTERED INVESTORS  
IN MASSACHUSETTS 

Massachusetts has a substantial clean 
energy investment community, which 
funds companies and projects all over the 
globe.  In 2012, 48 Massachusetts-based 
institutional investors (defined as registered 
investors) made clean energy investments, 
spread out over 98 deals across the globe.  
This increased to 50 institutional investors 
and 125 deals in 2013 (dollar amounts are 
unavailable).  This is in addition to the sever-
al angel and private investors, as well as the 
large proportion of small firms that serve the 
local market and rely heavily on traditional 
credit and savings of the owners.

0

4. The data platform used for this analysis categorizes relevant carbon 
management deals under energy efficiency.
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DEEPER ANALYSIS SUGGESTS  
THAT SEVERAL POSITIVE TRENDS 
ARE EMERGING IN THE CLEAN  
ENERGY INVESTMENT LANDSCAPE 
IN MASSACHUSETTS IN SPITE OF 
THE STEEP DECLINE BETWEEN  
2012 AND 2013.  
Private clean energy investors are allocating a 
greater share of investment to Massachusetts 
companies, with each category’s share larger 
than in 2011.  Massachusetts appears to have 
several clear strengths in different investment 
categories.  Massachusetts clean energy firms 
have been successful in attracting early stage 
venture and seed funding, with a sharp spike in 
2012. Growth equity share is on the rise.  Proj-
ect finance share has also grown to 6%, which 
is likely to grow even larger as the potential for 
offshore wind projects increases.

For the purpose of this study, project finance 
is considered to be separate from other private 
investments (such as venture capital, private 
equity, etc.), because it is generally more capital 
intensive and less risky than earlier stage invest-
ments.  Total clean energy investment dollars are 
increasingly used for financing projects, such 
as utility-scale solar and wind projects. In 2010, 
only 2.9% of all global investment dollars were 
project finance deals (3.9% in the U.S. and 0% 
in Massachusetts), but in 2013, 57.6% of global 
and 53.1% of U.S. clean energy investment 
funds were made for project financing.  Mas-
sachusetts clean energy firms are also taking 
advantage of project finance, though project 
finance in the Commonwealth is, at 42.9%, a 
smaller part of the investment mix than in the  
US overall.

0% 20%

7.1
2.6
5.3
5.3
5.1

2011:

16.6
4.3

18.4
15.7
14.7

2012:

11
4.1

10.3
6.0
7.5

2013:

Total

Figure 5: Massachusetts Share of Clean Energy Investment 
Amounts in U.S., 2013

[IN PERCENT]

SEED/SERIES A/SERIES B STRUCTURED DEBT

GROWTH EQUITY PROJECT FINANCE

TOTAL

2011

18.6% 8.5% 38.7% 34.2%

2012

7.5% 4.3% 31.5% 56.7%

2013

13.6% 5.5% 38.1% 42.9%

Figure 6: Massachusetts Investment Mix by Type,  
2011-2013

5.1

2011 2013

7.5
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EARLY STAGE INVESTMENTS APPEAR 
TO BE HIGHLY FOCUSED ON ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY FIRMS, WHICH MADE UP 
NEARLY 75% OF THE TOTAL DOLLAR 
AMOUNT INVESTED IN 2013.  
In fact, energy efficiency has been the largest  
segment for early stage investment funds for 9  
out of the last 10 years, and its percentage  
share has grown over time.

EARLY-STAGE FUNDING

Over the past several years, Seed, Series A and Series B (VCS) investments have declined steadily 
across the globe; however, 2013 showed a very slight uptick.  This was not the case in Massachusetts, 
as the Commonwealth saw a decline of 37% of investment dollars to $95 million from its peak of $150 
million in 2012.  The $95 million of early stage investments is also down from the $114 million invested 
in 2011 in Massachusetts. Despite the decline in dollars, the number of deals increased slightly from 26 
to 29 from 2012-2013.  It is important to note that year to year fluctuations in dollars and deals are much 
more dramatic at the state level, so it is important to look closely at 2014 figures in the future to determine 
if indeed a trend is emerging.

2.5

1.6

.1

2011 20132012

1.4 1.4
.9

.15

.86

.1

Figure 8: Early Stage Clean Energy Investments in Dollars and Percentages, 2011-2013, with joint venture
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Figure 7: Early Stage5 Investment Dollars in Massachusetts 
by Technology, 2013

RENEWABLE ENERGY

TRANSPORTATION

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

7.8%

17.7%

74.5%

5. Early stage investment refers to Seed, Series A, or Series B investment.
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7.8

4.5

1.3

STRUCTURED DEBT

Structured debt investment dollars in clean 
energy continue to decline across the globe.  
The decline in Massachusetts nearly mirrors 
the decline in the United States, falling 56% to 
$38.2 million from 2012 to 2013 (U.S. declined 
54%), noting that Massachusetts’ peak in 2012 
far outpaced the national and global trends.  The 
number of deals in Massachusetts also declined 
slightly from 2012 to 2013, from 13 to 11 deals.

RENEWABLE ENERGY FIRMS HAVE TAKEN THE MAJORITY OF STRUCTURED DEBT 
INVESTMENT DOLLARS, WITH NEARLY 2/3 OF THE TOTAL. 

Figure 9: Structured Debt Investment Dollars  
in Massachusetts by Technology, 2013

66.7%
1.2%

32.1%

Figure 10: Structured Debt Investments in Dollars and Percentages, 2011-2013
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GROWTH EQUITY

Clean energy growth equity totals in Massa-
chusetts surged in 2012, thanks in part to the 
large joint venture (GreatPoint) that included 
$420 million in growth equity.  While this deal 
has a dramatic impact on Massachusetts’ 
growth equity analysis, the 2013 growth equi-
ty investments showed a small increase over 
2011 investments. 
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Figure 12a: Growth Equity Investments in Dollars and Percentages, 2011-2013 with joint venture

Figure 12b: Growth Equity Investments in Dollars and Percentages, 2011-2013 without joint venture

ENERGY EFFICIENCY FIRMS RECEIVED THE BULK OF THE GROWTH EQUITY  
DOLLARS IN MASSACHUSETTS, AT 66% TO RENEWABLE ENERGY’S 34%.

RENEWABLE ENERGY

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

66.4%

33.6%

Figure 11: Growth Equity Investment Dollars  
in Massachusetts by Technology, 2013
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PROJECT FINANCE

Project finance, under the strict investment-sector definition,6 had a decline in 2013 after a banner year in 
2012 exceeded the 2011 totals globally, nationally and within Massachusetts.   While the Massachusetts 
data are skewed by a large $830 million dollar financing, the totals increased with and without the outlier.  
It should be noted that Massachusetts still has relatively few deals in project finance, with one in 2011,  
three in 2012, and four in 2013.
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Figure 13a: Project Finance Investments in Dollars and Percentages, 2011-2013, with joint venture
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Figure 13b: Project Finance Investments in Dollars and Percentages, 2011-2013 without joint venture

PROJECT FINANCE HAS ONLY BEEN USED FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY  
IN MASSACHUSETTS, GENERALLY FOR WIND PROJECTS.

6. “Project finance” is defined as the raising of finance for the purposes of developing a large capital- intensive infrastructure project, where the borrower 
is a special purpose vehicle and repayment is dependent on the internally generated cashflows of the project. Under this definition, “project finance” does 
not include clean energy projects that are financed by traditional lenders (e.g., commercial banks). (http://www.hsbcnet.com/gbm/attachments/prod-
ucts-services/financing/project-finance.pdf)
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FEDERAL INVESTMENTS

Massachusetts clean energy firms have been successful in applying for and receiving federal clean  
energy grants and loan guarantees. However, these investments have declined dramatically since 2011, 
from $6.4 billion across the United States to only $231 million in 2013. Consequently, Massachusetts  
has seen its totals decline from $160 million in 2011 to just over $10 million in 2013 (Figure 14).  The 
sharp drop off in Massachusetts and nationwide is mostly due to the cessation of federal loan guarantee 
programs.  While Massachusetts has seen its share rise slightly from about 3% of all federal invest-
ments in 2011 to 4% in 2013, the total number of deals in Massachusetts, did not increase at the same 
rate as the nation in 2013 (Figure 15). 

MASSACHUSETTS’ FEDERAL 
INVESTMENTS ARE HIGHLY CON-
NECTED TO THE U.S. DEPART-
MENT OF ENERGY (DOE), WITH 
98% OF FEDERAL CLEAN ENERGY 
FUNDS COMING FROM THE DOE 
(54% SPECIFICALLY FROM THE  
DOE’S ARPA-E PROGRAM AS 
SHOWN IN FIGURE 16).   

For comparison, 88% of federal 
clean energy investment in California 
and 90% of New York’s federal in-
vestments are from DOE programs.  
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Figure 15: Federal Clean Energy Investment Dollars and Percentages, 2011-2013

ARPA-E GRANTS ARE A PARTICULAR STRENGTH FOR  
MASSACHUSETTS, WHICH CAPTURED 28% OF THE  
PROGRAM’S ALLOCATION IN 2013.  
(COMPARED WITH 4% OF ALL DOE FUNDING).  

2011 20132012

9 11
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Figure 14: Federal Clean Energy Investment Deals,  
2011-2013
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Massachusetts-based companies and university teams captured $110 million of ARPA-E awards,  
from the program’s inception in 2009 through 2013 (see examples below).

One area where Massachusetts has large untapped potential is in attracting non-DOE federal funding, from 
agencies such as the National Science Foundation, the U.S. Department of Defense, the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture and others. Massachusetts firms were successful in capturing more of these funds in 2012 
(thanks in large part to the USDA loan program).  These agencies offer new opportunities for Massachusetts 
clean energy firms and make up a large portion of total federal funding in 2012 and 2013.

ARPA-E OTHEROTHER DOE

US Massachusetts

18%
4.8%

77.2%

14.5%

76.9%
8.6%

20132012

93.2%

6.8%

2011

25%

15%

60%

54%

43.8%

2.2%

20132012
2.1%
97.9%

2011

Figure 16: Federal Investment Dollars by Type, 2011-2013

1366 TECHNOLOGIES  
was awarded a $4 million ARPA-E grant in March 

2010 to produce cost-effective silicon wafers 

for solar cells.  They have since raised over 

$60 million, including the most recent round 

led by Tokuyama (a strategic partner and silicon 

supplier), and opened a pilot production facility 

in 2013.

AMBRI 
formed after its liquid metal battery technology received 

a $7 million ARPA-E award in Prof. Don Sadoway’s 

MIT lab in 2010.  The company has since implemented 

prototype production and successfully attracted outside 

capital, including a recently-closed $35 million Series C 

round, which it plans to use to finance its first commer-

cial full-scale production facility.

FASTCAP 

created a nanotube-enhanced ultracapacitor technology, 

supported in April 2010 with $5 million award from 

ARPA-E.  The company recently demonstrated the 

ability of its device to operate in extreme temperatures 

of up to 400°F, making them the highest temperature 

rechargeable energy storage devices in the world.  The 

company has also seen success in attracting private 

capital, including a recent $5 million investment from 

WindSail Capital.

OGIN 
formerly known as FloDesign Wind Turbine, 

received an $8 million ARPA-E award in Febru-

ary 2010 to prove out its innovative shrouded 

wind turbine technology. The company has 

since attracted significant capital, constructed 

multiple prototypes, and has several wind 

projects in late stages of development.

SOURCE: MASSCEC
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CAPITAL NEEDS ASSESSMENT

This section includes data collected directly from 
clean energy firms in Massachusetts. Firms that de-
velop and manufacture products for a global market 
differ in their capital needs than those who install 
and maintain them for a local market, so survey data 
were analyzed based on the firm’s primary activities.

It is estimated that approximately 330 research and 
manufacturing firms (26%) sought financing over 
the last year, typically from angel investors, equity, or 
venture firms.  Of the firms seeking financing, 88% 
reported difficulty obtaining financing (41% report-
ing significant difficulty).  

THE LACK OF CAPITAL WAS RESPONSI-
BLE FOR LIMITING GROWTH OPPOR-
TUNITIES FOR ABOUT 24% OF ALL 
BUSINESSES THAT SOUGHT FINANC-
ING OVER THE PAST 12 MONTHS. 

Others reported that they were able to “make do” in 
the short-term, but questioned their long-term ability 
to do so.

The majority of these businesses are small and 
serve the local Massachusetts market, such as trade 
contractors, sales offices and professional services 
firms, typically seek more traditional forms of financ-
ing (Figure 17). These firms also experienced the 
impact of the funding gap driven by the decline of 
investment in the clean energy economy: 48% of 
installation firms reported difficulty obtaining financ-
ing (24% significant difficulty) and 74% of sales, 
professional services and other clean energy firms 
reported difficulty (30% significant difficulty). Of 
those firms, 37% said that lack of capital significant-
ly impacted their ability to expand.

Figure 17: Installation, Sales, and Professional Services 
Capital Sources, Survey Responses

3.0%Venture Debt Firm

0% 40%

13.6%
Other

12.1%
Strategic Partner

10.6%Angel Financing Community

9.1%Venture Capital Firm

6.1%Other Debt Financing

4.5%Equity Financing

Figure 18: Research, Development, Engineering, and 
Manufacturing Capital Sources, Survey Responses7 

0% 40%

23.5%
Equity Financing

23.5%
Venture Capital Firm

17.6%Other Debt Financing

17.6%Strategic Partner

17.6%Traditional Bank

5.9%Other

Traditional Bank 37.9%

Angel Financing Community 29.4%

7. Respondents were given the following options to choose from: traditional bank; venture debt firm; venture capital firm; 
strategic partner; angel financing community; or other (specify).  Additional categories, such as other: equity financing 
and other: debt financing were cited by sufficient employers to warrant their own categories.
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INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE  Overall Trends

MASSACHUSETTS CLEAN 
ENERGY EMPLOYERS CAN BE 
FOUND ACROSS THE ENTIRE 
STATE AND IN EVERY COUNTY 
OF THE COMMONWEALTH.  

CHAPTER 5 / REGIONAL ANALYSIS

[ MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY (MWRA)  
 SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT, DEER ISLAND, BOSTON HARBOR ]
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HAMPSHIRE

HAMPDEN

WORCESTER

MIDDLESEX

NORFOLK

BRISTOL
PLYMOUTH

ESSEX

BERKSHIRE

151 Establishments

2.5% OF STATE’S TOTAL

2,100 Workers

2.4% OF MA TOTAL

254 Establishments

4.2% OF STATE’S TOTAL

3,257 Workers

3.7% OF MA TOTAL

93 Establishments

1.6% OF STATE’S TOTAL

1,579 Workers

1.8% OF MA TOTAL

1,933 Establishments

32.3% OF STATE’S TOTAL

34,143 Workers

38.6% OF MA TOTAL

537 Establishments

9% OF STATE’S TOTAL

6,583 Workers

7.4% OF MA TOTAL

608 Establishments

10.2% OF STATE’S TOTAL

11,164 Workers

12.6% OF MA TOTAL

280 Establishments

4.7% OF STATE’S TOTAL

3,511 Workers

4% OF MA TOTAL

364 Establishments

6.1% OF STATE’S TOTAL

3,802 Workers

4.3% OF MA TOTAL

583 Establishments

9.7% OF STATE’S TOTAL

7,592 Workers

8.6% OF MA TOTAL

152 Establishments

2.5% OF STATE’S TOTAL

2,204 Workers

2.5% OF MA TOTAL

589 Establishments

9.8% OF STATE’S TOTAL

7,484 Workers

8.5% OF MA TOTAL

347 Establishments

5.8% OF STATE’S TOTAL

3935 Workers

4.5% OF MA TOTAL

46 Establishments

.8% OF STATE’S TOTAL

440 Workers

.5% OF MA TOTAL

48 Establishments

.8% OF STATE’S TOTAL

574 Workers

.6% OF MA TOTAL

As with the population of Massachusetts, 
industry employment and businesses are 
concentrated in Eastern Massachusetts. 

Figure 1: Employment concentration by county

SOUTHEASTERN MASSACHUSETTS HAD THE FASTEST GROWTH 
(22%) FOR THE SECOND YEAR IN A ROW AFTER A PERIOD OF  
DECLINE FROM 2011 TO 2012. 

OVERVIEW

5,985 ESTABLISHMENTS  88,372 WORKERS

Central Massachusetts experienced no signif-
icant clean energy employment growth, while 
Western Massachusetts has experienced 
consistent growth over the last four years, 
with 8% in the past year. 

Clean energy firms can be found in every 
county in the Commonwealth, though 
more than half of all industry jobs are 
found in Middlesex and Suffolk Counties.1

SUFFOLK

DUKES
NANTUCKET

BARNSTABLE

1. Regional boundaries have been determined based on EEA assessments.  
See http://www.mass.gov/eea/energy-utilities-clean-tech/green-communities/green-communities-coordinators/

Overview
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CHRIS BOULE, 23

LIVES IN:   Marlborough

WORKS @:  Chaves Heating & Air Conditioning

ROLE:   Energy Auditor
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CENTRAL 
MASSACHUSETTS

36%

63%

0.1% 0.5%0.5%

Regional 
Employment 
Breakdown

29.8% 43.6%11.3%
1.3%

3.9%
10.2%

MANUFACTURING INSTALLATIONENGINEERING & RESEARCH
FINANCE, LEGAL, ETC. OTHER

SALES & DISTRIBUTION

You don’t need to study clean energy to find yourself 
working in the rapidly-expanding sector, as Chris 
Boule discovered. For four summers as he studied 
marketing, Boule worked for a friend’s carpentry 
business, unaware the job was setting him on a path 
towards a career in the fast growing Massachusetts 
energy efficiency sector. It was while he and his 
colleagues were working on a construction project 
that Boule met Manny Chaves, the owner of Chaves 
Heating and Air Conditioning, Inc. A Hudson-based 
company employing roughly 40 workers, Chaves 
Inc. was expanding its energy efficiency operations 
and looking for hard-working people to join this new 
branch of the business, and offered Boule and two 
colleagues jobs in December 2013.

Boule, a 23-year-old living in his hometown of 
Marlborough, had been unable to find a job using 
his degree in marketing, and was excited to join the 
growing sector. Following several training programs 
over a few months, Boule began work as an energy 
auditor, visiting clients’ homes to assess energy 
usage and to help homeowners find ways to lower 
their utility bills. Boule uses his carpentry skills and 

energy efficiency training to spot areas where air 
may be escaping the home, leading to wasted ener-
gy during particularly hot or cold weather. Exploring 
the different nooks and crannies of each house is 
what he enjoys most. “I really like going up into an 
attic and figuring out how the people before me did 
things. No house is a carbon copy, I never know 
what to expect,” he said.

Working through programs like MassSave, which 
provides financing for residents making energy 
efficiency upgrades, Boule helps clients get the 
greatest savings possible, both environmentally and 
economically. “Our clients want to save money - they 
can be penny pinchers,” said Boule. “I want to make 
the whole house as efficient as possible.”

Boule said he enjoys his work and believes his 
future is bright. “This will be a good industry for a 
long time to come,” he said. “I am just glad I took the 
opportunity when it came.”

923  
CLEAN ENERGY  
FIRMS

15,432  
EMPLOYED CLEAN  
ENERGY WORKERS

0%  
EMPLOYMENT  
GROWTH

REGIONAL ANALYSIS Central
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SARAH FIELD, 41
LIVES IN:   Lowell

WORKS @:  Borrego Solar

ROLE:   Project Coordinator Borrego Solar
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NORTHEASTERN 
MASSACHUSETTS

17.2% 21.7%14.7%
9.5%

17.6%
19.2%

MANUFACTURING INSTALLATIONENGINEERING & RESEARCH
FINANCE, LEGAL, ETC. OTHER

SALES & DISTRIBUTION

2% 1%
19%

78%

0.4%

Regional 
Employment 
Breakdown

The students of the Plymouth School District were 
brimming with excitement as they watched the 
ribbon cutting on a new solar electric array that will 
help to power the district for years to come. And 
Sarah Field, of Borrego Solar, the company who 
installed the system, couldn’t have been happier. “I 
love going to ribbon cuttings and seeing all the peo-
ple benefitting from our work,” she said. “Especially 
the kids, they get so into it because of how cool 
it is.” The Plymouth ribbon cutting was a learning 
experience for the students, Field said, not just in 
how solar electricity works, but in what the industry 
represents for potential future careers. “They hadn’t 
seen something like this up close,” she said. “Now 
they’re talking about going into solar careers.”

Field, 41, never saw herself working in solar until 
2008 when the electrical contracting business 
where she had worked for 10 years went bankrupt, 
and she happened upon a job listing Borrego Solar 
had posted online. Field didn’t have any experience 
in the solar industry, but thought the job seemed 
interesting and would build upon her work in the 
electrical business. “It seemed like a really good fit,” 
she said.

Working out of Borrego Solar’s office in Lowell, 
where she lives, Field’s job involves shepherding 
projects through the company’s different depart-
ments from the design stage, through permitting 
and finally to installation and, of course, the ribbon 
cutting. 

During her time at Borrego Solar, Field has seen 
the company and industry grow dramatically in Mas-
sachusetts. By the summer of 2014, Borrego was 
responsible for more than 60 Megawatts of installed 
solar capacity, roughly 10% of all the solar installed 
in the state.  Field plans to stay with Borrego Solar 
for as long as she can, helping to spread the greater 
message of the environmental and economic ben-
efits of solar electricity. “We need to make people 
aware of the benefits of solar,” she said. “We’re 
doing something that really helps.”

2,658  
CLEAN ENERGY  
FIRMS

39,926  
EMPLOYED CLEAN  
ENERGY WORKERS

10%  
EMPLOYMENT  
GROWTH

REGIONAL ANALYSIS Northeastern
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SUSAN NILSON, 43
LIVES IN:   Marion

WORKS @:  CLE Engineering

ROLE:   Civil Engineer, President
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When deciding what type of engineering to focus 
on, Susan Nilson was drawn to civil engineering 
because of the different opportunities it presented. 
Recently, one of those opportunities was an interest-
ing challenge – help design the Marine Commerce 
Terminal in New Bedford, the first facility in North 
America designed to support the construction, 
assembly and deployment of offshore wind projects. 
“It’s such a unique project,” Nilson said. “It’s some-
thing I’m proud to be a part of.” 

Nilson, 43, played an integral role in the design and 
construction of the first-of-its-kind project through 
her role as President of CLE Engineering, which is 
headquartered in Marion and has offices across the 
country. “Our firm was the designer of the structure 
for the entire port. I worked to make sure calcula-
tions were correct, all the components were coming 
together, coming up with alternatives and vetting 
those out – a lot of research was done to prepare 
for this project,” she said. In the end, they decided 
on steel, cellular coffer-dams to form the retaining 
wall – a design that could support the needs of the 
budding offshore wind industry in Massachusetts.

Nilson earned a bachelor’s degree of science in 
civil engineering from University of Massachusetts 
Amherst and a master’s degree of science in civil 
engineering from the University of Washington in 
Seattle. Though the New Bedford project is the 
first of its kind in North America, it isn’t the first for-
ay into clean energy for CLE Engineering. Previous 
endeavors for the company, which has roughly 50 
employees working on projects across the country, 
have included things like the interconnection and 
transmission of electricity generated from renew-
able energy sources.

For Nilson, the excitement of working on a first-ever 
project is only eclipsed by the excitement of help-
ing to launch a new U.S. industry near her Marion 
home. “You are rooting for New Bedford, to see 
something transform in your backyard,” she said. 
“This is outstanding for the region, and especially 
exciting for me being a resident and business 
owner in this area.”

1,454  
CLEAN ENERGY  
FIRMS

21,025  
EMPLOYED CLEAN  
ENERGY WORKERS

22%  
EMPLOYMENT  
GROWTH

REGIONAL ANALYSIS Southeastern
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JEREMY KOO, 23
LIVES IN:   Northampton

WORKS @:  Northeast Sustainable Energy Association

ROLE:   Program Coordinator
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After graduating from Amherst College with a de-
gree in environmental studies, Jeremy Koo faced a 
conundrum familiar to college graduates across the 
country. “Where do I go next?” the San Diego-native 
asked himself. Koo, 23, had been interested in sus-
tainability issues during his time at Amherst College, 
but wasn’t sure there was a job for him since he 
didn’t have a background in engineering or the tech-
nical expertise to install equipment like solar panels. 
After a year of teaching music, which he also studied 
at Amherst, Koo decided he wanted to explore what 
opportunities he had available to him through his 
sustainability studies. “I felt it was important to take 
advantage of my education and to give back; to 
bring some good to the rest of the world,” he said.

Through MassCEC’s Internship Program, which 
pairs Massachusetts clean energy companies 
with paid interns, Koo was connected with the 
Greenfield-based Northeast Sustainable Energy As-
sociation (NESEA), a membership organization that 
promotes sustainable energy practices. Following 

an internship during the summer of 2013, Koo was 
offered a full-time job to join the 10-person team at 
NESEA. His main responsibility would be to help 
organize the hundreds of speakers needed for the 
group’s marquee BuildingEnergy conferences, held 
annually in Boston and New York City. The confer-
ences, which draw thousands, are the organization’s 
biggest events to help facilitate its mission, to bring 
together people in the building trades to share ideas 
and discuss best practices for sustainable building 
and construction. Koo is responsible for arranging 
the speaking program and ensuring everything, big 
or small, is taken care of before attendees arrive.

Though he’s still young and not sure where his 
career will take him, Koo, who makes his home in 
Northampton, is sure there will always opportunities 
for him to work in the clean energy and sustainability 
fields. “These problems aren’t going away,” he said.
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Massachusetts has dynamic clean energy industry 
that has grown by 47% since 2010, an increase of 
more than 28,000 jobs.  Expanding deployment of 
clean energy projects throughout the Common-
wealth is facilitated by trades workers and other 
installers. Researchers developing the next  
generation of clean energy products, assemblers,  
salespeople, and logisticians supply to the global 
market. Clean energy activities across the globe  
are supported by consultants, attorneys, financiers, 
and other professional service workers. 
      The clean energy industry workforce accounts 
for 2.4% of all employment in Massachusetts, 
while its companies contribute $10 billion in Gross 
State Product (2.5%). Clean energy companies 
continue to see Massachusetts as a good place 
to do business, reporting positive marks for the 
Commonwealth’s high quality of life and access to 
talented employees.  Others focused on policies 
that strengthen the local market for goods and 
services and the supportive environment for clean 
energy start-ups.  
      The research conducted for this report demon-
strates Massachusetts’ expansive energy efficiency 
economy.  There are more jobs, businesses, and  
early-stage capital flowing into energy efficiency 
than any other technology area.  This includes  
significant activity in research and development,  
as well as existing commercial and residential  
building retrofits. 
      The Commonwealth’s energy efficiency employ-
ment growth should come as no surprise, as the mix 
of older building stock, higher energy prices, and 
supportive policies and incentives all make saving 
energy more attractive to building owners.  At the 
same time, global energy prices and market dynam-
ics have fueled significant demand for more efficient 
products, such as low-energy lighting solutions and 
advanced materials for buildings.  This, together 

with the growing need for smart-grid and storage 
technologies across the world, has accelerated the 
growth of efficiency research and manufacturing 
firms based in Massachusetts. 
      As the market for renewable energy has  
expanded in Massachusetts and across the globe, 
so has the number of businesses and workers 
throughout the Commonwealth.  Renewable energy 
activity has matured from a heavy emphasis on 
early-stage research to deployment of existing 
technology.  As Massachusetts has expanded its 
renewable energy installed capacity throughout the 
state, the installation sector has grown significantly, 
led by solar jobs. 
      The industry’s growth illustrates a positive  
trajectory and clear success story.  However, there 
are some concerning signs that are important to  
monitor over time to ensure the continued expansion 
of clean energy jobs and businesses. 
      Private capital investments have declined in 
dollar value (even as the number of deals and 
funded companies have increased), particularly for 
early-stage companies. At the same time, federal 
investments have declined even faster. Not sur-
prisingly, declining dollar amounts (as well as the 
limited availability of traditional bank financing) have 
led to high levels of reported difficulty in obtaining 
financing.  
      While most businesses report that this is not 
yet significantly impacting their growth prospects, 
it is notable that the only activities that did not 
experience employment growth since 2013 were 
research, development, and engineering. While this 
may not be a direct result of investment trends, a 
lack of capital over time for early stage firms could 
inhibit innovation in the industry. 
      Another important trend to monitor is the 
increasing difficulty of finding qualified clean energy 
workers. Such trends are expected as labor markets 
improve, because the pool of experienced and 
qualified applicants seeking work is smaller.  During 
these times, it is critical to keep in close contact 
with employers to address their changing workforce 
needs. 

CONCLUSIONS
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      Central Massachusetts was the only region that 
did not experience employment growth, while neigh-
boring Southeastern Massachusetts grew by 22%.  
There are no obvious reasons for this discrepancy 
from the employer data collected for this report, so 
additional conversations with Central Massachusetts 
clean energy employers would be helpful in deter-
mining whether there are any specific obstacles to 
growth in the region. 
      Despite these few areas to address, the overall 
trends for the industry are positive.  The policy cli-
mate, recently bolstered with a new and aggressive 
renewable energy target, provides the certainty 
(and consumer incentives) that businesses seek.  
Global energy experts expect consistent expansion 
of the deployment of renewable energy worldwide.  
And innovation remains critical, especially in areas 
such as storage, grid technologies, and other areas 
where Massachusetts has demonstrated strength.  
Given the optimism of its employers, the favorable 
conditions to support the local and global markets 
for clean energy and a strong demand for innovation, 
the Massachusetts clean energy industry should 
continue its strong growth in the future.

BW RESEARCH COMMENTARY

Massachusetts has a vibrant mix of firms that have 
grown despite fluctuations in the global market-
place, from the earliest stage companies operating 
on seed capital to installation firms reliant on local 
consumers.  The data in this report illustrate a strong 
and growing clean energy industry that includes a 
wide range of technologies and industries. Taken 
as a whole, the data in this report suggest a several 
important considerations for Massachusetts as 
it looks to continue to support the growth of this 
vibrant industry.

State leadership has contributed to the  

industry’s success.

Massachusetts has emerged as one of the fastest 
growing states in renewable energy deployment 
(particularly in solar), and is the national leader in 
energy efficiency.  Its clean energy workforce has 
grown more than 10 times faster than the statewide 
employment growth since 2010, creating tens of 
thousands of jobs throughout the Commonwealth.  
This has occurred despite real and significant 
obstacles, including limited land resources, higher 
than average labor and other business costs, and 
fewer natural resources than many other states.  In 
many ways, Massachusetts has succeeded because 
it adopted an approach that leverages its assets to 
reduce the impacts of these obstacles.   
      Massachusetts created a strong local market by 
leveraging its consumer demand for clean energy via 
incentives.  It developed sound policies collabora-
tively with its utilities.  It set realistic and achievable 
targets, and expanded them as milestones were met. 
      Massachusetts supported its exporters by pro-
moting the Commonwealth as a clean energy state.  
It has attracted clean energy businesses, conducted 
trade missions, and pushed for federal policies that 
would support the Massachusetts economy. 
      The Commonwealth has also fostered a climate 
of innovation. Focusing on quality of life, transpor-
tation, and education, supporting incubators, and 
providing direct grants to innovative companies 
have all strengthened the research and development 
activities in Massachusetts. 
      The importance of the balanced approach is 
evident when reviewing each of the last four years 
of study of the industry, as well as comparisons to 
other states.  From 2011-2012, installation and 
maintenance declined by 12% while research, 
development, and engineering grew by 20%.  Over 
the past 12 months, R&D was flat while installation 
grew rapidly.  These variations are hallmarks of an 
emerging industry, and by focusing on balance, on 
supporting firms that rise and fall based on very dif-
ferent metrics and markets, Massachusetts has seen 
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consistent job growth each year.  Such success 
makes Massachusetts an example for other states 
to emulate. 
      The clean energy industry is heavily impacted by 
overall economic conditions. Clean energy  
businesses reported that general economic condi-
tions weighed heavily on their growth prospects.  In 
an industry that is dependent on local consumers 
to purchase clean energy goods and services, 
unemployment, wages, and other general economic 
conditions impact growth, continued economic 
improvement should result in increased demand for 
clean energy products, while a weakening economy 
could limit future growth.  Incentives that are tailored 
to meet specific economic conditions can help 
to mitigate the obstacles associated with those 
conditions. 

Effective policies have contributed to the  

expansion of the industry.

Massachusetts has recognized that the different 
markets that drive clean energy growth require 
different types of supportive policies.  The Common-
wealth enacted a suite of clean energy related leg-
islation in 2008, including the Green Communities 
Act, the Green Jobs Act and the Global Warming 
Solutions Act, as well as an aggressive renewable 
portfolio standard. These laws have provided strong 
drivers for growth, incentivized local consumers, 
showcased Massachusetts’ positioning as a global 
leader in clean energy and offered assistance to 
early-stage research and development companies.  
While there are many factors that have contributed 
to the 47% job growth over the past four years, 
policies have certainly played a role in the expansion 
of the markets that support these positions. 
      In recent years, more consumers have taken 
advantage of clean energy incentives.  These incen-
tives have not only saved consumers money, but 
many of them also allow purchasers to defer their 
payments over time, via loans or other programs, in 
the same way that ratepayers “finance” fossil-fuel 
generation facilities.  These policies are especially 

helpful in the years following economic recession, 
when consumers often have less available cash to 
cover the entire cost of the system or improvement.

The growing importance of deployment may 

require new strategies.

Massachusetts has been recognized for its 
leadership in local deployment and supporting its 
innovation industries.  However, its smaller geo-
graphic footprint limits its capacity for deployment 
in the long-term.  An assessment of Massachusetts’ 
assets for leading global deployment efforts, with 
corresponding new strategies to capitalize on a 
growing international market could help the recent 
growth of the industry sustain and accelerate over 
the long term.  
      With a sharp increase of deployment of renew-
able energy and energy efficiency in Asia, especially 
China, and the rest of the world, Massachusetts has 
an opportunity to compete in new and rapidly ex-
panding markets.  Continuing to explore international 
markets and developing closer linkages between 
Massachusetts and Asia, for example, could offer 
new opportunities for Massachusetts companies to 
grow. 
      Within the Commonwealth, questions are being 
raised about the ability of the grid to keep up with 
electric demand, particularly with the retirement of 
coal plants and the reported delays in new gen-
eration facilities.  Rapid deployment of distributed 
renewable generation and increased savings from 
efficiency are two options to meet the apparent 
pending shortfall. 
      At the same time, clean energy investment is 
increasingly funding large, predominantly renewable 
energy projects.  While Massachusetts has some 
capacity for developing utility-scale renewable gen-
eration, particularly offshore wind, the available land 
and economic conditions in the Commonwealth are 
obstacles that are difficult to overcome.  To continue 
to compete in large-scale projects, Massachusetts 
will need to continue to promote utility scale projects 
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in-state, as well as grow and attract businesses that 
are headquartered in the Commonwealth but devel-
op and manage projects all across the globe.

  

A gap is emerging in early-stage clean  

energy investment.

While Massachusetts is the top-ranked state 
per-capita for early stage clean energy investment 
(and second in absolute value), the total dollar 
amounts in early stage investment from federal 
and private sources are shrinking.  Many states 
are considering whether they have a role to play in 
meeting funding gaps, and this question is relevant 
for Massachusetts as well. Massachusetts officials 
may wish to consider strategies for mitigating the 
impact of decreasing funding levels to early-stage 
companies as it is important to support clean energy 
innovation and grow deployment in local and global 
markets.

Federal leadership could spur faster clean 

energy growth in Massachusetts.

Massachusetts has become a leader in clean 
energy, despite the absence of a comprehensive 
federal energy policy.  Many nations lead the U.S 
in clean energy deployment. This, in turn, impacts 
opportunities for clean energy businesses in every 
state.  Massachusetts would benefit from aggressive 
federal policies and standards that mirror those 
adopted by other nations.

Local and regional ecosystems are important 

to clean energy businesses.

Employers across the entire value chain of compa-
nies report that many of their customers, vendors, 
and suppliers are located throughout New England.  
Research and development and manufacturing firms 
in particular also note the importance of research 
universities to their businesses.  In an increasingly 
global economy, there is indication that leveraging 

the strength of regional assets throughout New 
England and the Northeast is likely to be critical 
to maintaining the competitiveness of Massachu-
setts-based clean energy companies.

Talent is the number one advantage and pri-

mary concern of employers.

Massachusetts clean energy businesses reported 
access to talent as the single biggest advantage to 
operating in the Commonwealth.  At the same time, 
their reported difficulty finding qualified employees, 
especially those with previous experience, is in-
creasing.  This is to be expected as unemployment 
continues to decline, narrowing the pool of appli-
cants for open positions. Employers have noted that, 
while there are fewer barriers (and opportunities) for 
entry-level workers, the demand for highly educated 
and highly experienced workers is growing.

While jobs are an important metric, labor 

efficiency is also key to the industry’s success 

over time.

The overall job growth of the clean energy industry is 
one example of its impact on the Commonwealth’s 
economy.  To expand the adoption of clean energy 
goods and services and reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions, gains in labor efficiency are equally 
important.  
      For example, the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory recently reported that soft costs (in-
cluding labor) for solar installations now account 
for more of total costs than hardware.  Continued 
price declines will require increased labor efficiency, 
which will make clean energy more attractive to con-
sumers and increase its adoption.  In other words, 
to expand the market, the average worker needs to 
produce or install more clean energy products over 
time, so that installation growth should exceed labor 
growth.

CONCLUSIONS
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GROSS STATE PRODUCT

The clean energy portion of Gross State Product 
calculated for this report was derived from 
survey incidence rates and proportional revenue 
reporting, together existing data from the Bureau 
of Economic Analysis and Economic Modeling 
Specialists, International.  

METHODOLOGY

Survey Methodology

As with previous years’ editions of the Clean En-
ergy Industry Report, the primary data included 
in this study are derived from a comprehensive 
survey of business establishments in Massa-
chusetts.  Surveys were administered online 
and by telephone to a list of known employers 
as well as to a representative, clustered sample 
of companies from the North American Industry 
Classification System (NAICS) identified by 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) and BW 
Research Partnership as being potentially related 
to the renewable energy, energy efficiency and 
alternative transportation technologies.  The 
research methodology employed for this report 
has been used increasingly as a tool for measur-
ing clean energy industry jobs and businesses, 
including in Illinois, Vermont, Missouri, Iowa, and 
other states. 
 In 2014, the research team placed 36,782 
telephone calls and sent 3,793 emails to 
employers.  The survey effort, with a combined 
margin of error of approximately +/-2.23% at a 
95% confidence interval, yielded 1,891 survey 
responses, a significant increase from 1,091 in 
2013. The survey fielded from April 7 to May 8 

and averaged 15 minutes in length.  
 In 2014, respondents were, for the first time, 
asked to allocate their workers by technology 
and sub-technology.  Survey respondents were 
asked to select the technology to which their 
firm’s work is most closely associated, from a list 
including renewable energy, energy efficiency, 
alternative transportation, or greenhouse gas 
emissions accounting and sequestration.   Based 
on their selection(s), respondents were offered 
lists of specific sub-technologies that fit within 
each technology.  Respondents were provided 
the following descriptions upon request. 
 The allocation method employed in 2014 
is a refined approach than previous attempts 
that used employers’ reported primary activities.  
However, the smaller sample sizes in some of the 
sub-technology areas make the data subject to 
greater margins of error.  Because this is the first 
year with these refinements, no historical data 
are available. 
 Firms in manufacturing and research, design, 
and engineering were asked a specific question 
about whether they worked with any goods that 
are not yet commercially available, to gain insight 
into how research, development, and engineering 
startups and other early stage, pre-commercial 
firms might respond differently to survey ques-
tions from other established firms with commer-
cially available products.

“Known Universe” 

[FIRMS PREVIOUSLY IDENTIFIED BY  
RESEARCHERS AS CLEAN ENERGY COMPANIES]

The original list, developed from previous work 
efforts and databases from the Massachusetts 
Clean Energy Center (MassCEC) and partner 
organizations, contains companies that are more 
likely to be active in the clean energy economy. 
After duplicate cleaning and applying estimates 
from the survey data to account for companies 
that are no longer in business, do not have at 
least one Massachusetts location or do not 
identify as in the clean energy industry, as well 
as improvements and additions since the first 
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survey effort, the 2014 “known universe” of firms 
is estimated at 1,951 companies.  
 All firms in the database with addresses 
were sent a letter from MassCEC with respon-
dent-specific instructions for taking the survey.  
In addition, all businesses with email information 
were sent multiple online invitations. Firms in 
the database that did not complete an online 
survey and those without email information were 
called up to six times and asked to complete by 
telephone. 
 Of the estimated 1,951 firms in the known 
universe, 473 completed a survey (24%, up 
from 23% in 2013). These employers have a 
mean of 22.82 clean energy workers per clean 
energy firm in the known database. The slightly 
increased mean employment and establishment 
totals in 2014 yield 45,291 workers in the known 
universe, an increase of 17.8%. The margin of er-
ror at a confidence level of 95% is approximately 
+/- 3.92%.

“Unknown Universe” 
[FIRMS NOT PREVIOUSLY IDENTIFIED BY  
RESEARCHERS AS CLEAN ENERGY COMPANIES]

This database for the “unknown universe” was 
drawn from BLS NAICS industries and InfoUSA 
business listings.  The incidence rates (i.e., the 
percentage of firms that identified as clean en-
ergy) for the 18 NAICS industries were updated 
from past years using the 2014 findings from 
the calling to the previously unknown 1,165 
firms (that indicated whether or not they were in 
clean energy). The overall margin of error for the 
updated incidence rate analysis is estimated at 
approximately +/- 2.82 at the 95% confidence 
level. 
 In addition, 231 firms from the “unknown uni-
verse” identified as clean energy and completed 
full surveys.  Compared to the known universe, 
the average number of clean energy employees 
at “unknown” firms is lower by a significant mar-
gin, with a mean of 10.70 (compared to 22.82 
in the known sample). Compared with 2012, the 

consistent mean and increased number of clean 
energy firms in the unknown universe results in 
43,081 workers, up from 41,551, an increase of 
3.7%. 
 Surveys were administered in accordance 
with the Code of Standards and Ethics for 
Survey Research (CASRO), which includes 
stringent guidelines for maintaining respondent 
confidentiality.  As a result, employer lists and 
disaggregated data are not available for public 
release.

MassCEC Contributions

Some of the material (marked with SOURCE: 
MassCEC) in the report was contributed by 
MassCEC. The contributed material includes 
activities that MassCEC supports through its 
programs or has been involved in. 

DATA SOURCES AND LIMITATIONS

Economic Modeling Specialists,  
International (EMSI) Data

EMSI industry data have various sources de-
pending on the class of worker. (1) For Quarterly 
Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW) 
employees, EMSI primarily uses the QCEW, with 
supplemental estimates from County Business 
Patterns and Current Employment Statistics. 
(2) Non-QCEW employees data are based on 
a number of sources including QCEW, Current 
Employment Statistics, County Business Pat-
terns, Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA)  
State and Local Personal Income reports, the 
National Industry-Occupation Employment Matrix 
(NIOEM), the American Community Survey,  
and Railroad Retirement Board statistics.  
(3) Self-Employed and Extended Proprietor 
classes of worker data are primarily based on 
the American Community Survey, Non-employer 
Statistics, and BEA State and Local Personal 
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Income Reports. Projections for QCEW and 
Non-QCEW Employees are informed by NIOEM 
and long-term industry projections published by 
individual states.  

Input-Output Data (Gross State Product)

The input-output model in this report is EMSI’s 
gravitational flows multi-regional social account 
matrix model (MR-SAM). It is based on data 
from the Census Bureau’s Current Population 
Survey and American Community Survey; as 
well as the Bureau of Economic Analysis’ Na-
tional Income and Product Accounts, Input-Out-
put Make and Use Tables, and Gross State 
Product data. In addition, several EMSI in-house 
data sets are used, as well as data from Oak 
Ridge National Labs on the cost of transporta-
tion between counties.   

State Data Sources

This report uses state data provided by the 
Massachusetts Executive Office of Labor and 
Workforce Development.  

Investment Data Sources

This report uses Cleantech Group’s i3 Platform 
for all investment data that is used in the Invest-
ments section.

INVESTMENT CAPITAL DATA

As with previous years, this report’s Investment 
Capital data include only “new energy” invest-
ments, which is in stark contrast to other widely 
circulated studies on clean energy investment 
trends.  Most of those reports, including the 
Bloomberg New Energy Finance Reports, are 
heavily influenced by asset finance deals (up 

to 63% of all investment dollars included in 
its 2013 report). Unfortunately, asset finance 
is not further delineated between new project 
financing and existing entity debt restructuring 
or other business lines of credit not focused on 
new energy.

There is sound justification for separating 
project finance from a broader category of asset 
finance.  The first is in the nature of the invest-
ment.  Whereas asset financing is commonly 
a debt-only transaction involving one or more 
banks, project finance typically involves both 
debt and equity, with project sponsors pledging 
10-40% equity and banks or other lenders cov-
ering the remainder.   A second justification for 
separating project finance is that in clean energy 
markets, it typically is used for “new” energy 
production rather than for restructuring “old” 
energy projects. 

This report selected Cleantech Group’s i3 data 
platform for the analysis because every invest-
ment included in the database is independently 
cited and can be verified, unlike many reports 
that do not disaggregate the data.

The i3 data include a wide range of investment 
types, and also includes technologies that are 
outside of the scope of this report.  As a result, 
Cleantech Group’s publicly reported data will 
differ from the results included in this report.
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Investment Type 

Early-stage (Seed, Series A, Series B) 

Structured Debt 

Growth Equity 

Project Finance 

Grants, Loans, and Guarantees

Technologies 

Energy Efficiency 

 Energy Storage 

 Smart Grid 

Renewable Energy 

 Geothermal 

 Hydro and Marine Power 

 Solar 

 Wind 

 Biofuels and Biochemicals 

 Biomass Generation

Transportation 

Fuel Cells and Hydrogen 

Transportation

METHODOLOGY

For the purposes of this study, the following 
filters were applied:
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 Energy efficient appliances: 

 Development, production, sale,  
 installation and maintenance of  
 ENERGY STAR or other  
 similarly designated appliance  
 that uses less energy than  
 traditional models.

 Energy efficient processes  
 and machinery: 

 Energy saving measures and  
 production equipment.  Most  
 typically applicable to manufac 
 turing and data centers.

 Energy storage:  

 Devices or physical media that  
 store energy. 

 Demand response services:  

 Operations that balance  
 energy supply and demand.   
 Include offering time-based  
 rates such as time-of-use  
 pricing, critical peak pricing,  
 variable peak pricing, real time  
 pricing and critical peak  
 rebates. It also includes direct  
 load control programs which  
 provide the ability for power  
 companies to cycle air  
 conditioners and water heaters  
 on and off during periods of  
 peak demand in exchange for  
 a financial incentive and lower  
 electric bills.

 Smart grid: 

 Automated, computer-based  
 electricity delivery, including  
 smart computing and software.

 Weatherization services: 

 Energy efficiency improve  
 ments to a building’s envelope,  
 including air-sealing, caulking,  
 window repair/replacement  
 and insulation.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

ACTIVITY  
For the purposes of this report, an 
establishment’s activity refers to 
the primary value-chain industry 
to which it most associates its 
work.  Activities include research, 
development and engineering, 
manufacturing, sales and distribu-
tion, installation and maintenance, 
legal, finance, and other profes-
sional services, and other.

ADMINISTRATIVE HIRES  

Workers who perform secretarial 
or assistant level tasks.  

ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORTATION 

Alternative transportation includes 
non-fossil fuel related vehicles, 
including electric rail and electric 
vehicles. This includes

 Electric Vehicles:  

 Passenger or freight cars,  
 trucks or buses that use   
 electric drive systems and  
 electric motors for propulsion.

 Electric Rail:  

 Passenger or freight trains  
 or trolleys that operate with  
 electric motors for propulsion.

CLEAN ENERGY INDUSTRY   

The aggregate of establishments 
that are directly involved with re-
searching, developing, producing, 
manufacturing, distributing or 
implementing components, goods 
or services related to renewable 
energy, energy efficiency or 
conservation, smart grid, energy 
storage, carbon management 
and/or electric or hybrid vehicles.

CLEAN ENERGY FIRM 

For the purposes of this report, 
an establishment or firm that is 
involved with an activity related to 
the clean energy industry.

CLEAN ENERGY WORKER  

Full-time and part-time permanent 
employees who support the clean 
energy portion of the business, 
including administrative staff, 
excluding interns and other tem-
porary workers.

CLUSTER 

A geographic concentration of 
interconnected businesses in 
related industries.

EARLY-STAGE INVESTMENT  

Investments including Seed, Se-
ries A, and Series B investments.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY  

Goods and services that re-
duce energy demand.  Energy 
efficiency includes the following 
technologies:

 Lighting: 

 Light emitting sources that use  
 less energy to operate than  
 traditional incandescent or  
 halogen bulbs.  Includes  
 fluorescent, LED and other  
 lower-energy light bulbs  
 and fixtures.

 HVAC and building controls: 

 Heating, ventilation, and air  
 conditioning systems (HVAC),  
 including building retro-com 
 missioning and retrofits  
 connected to heating  
 and cooling.
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 Energy efficient  
 building materials: 

 Any materials that reduce total  
 building energy use.

 Water and wastewater  
 technologies related to  
 conserving energy: 

 Products related to reducing  
 energy for water purification,  
 distribution or treatment.

ESTABLISHMENT  

For the purposes of this report, a 
business location in Massachu-
setts with at least one employee.

GREENHOUSE GAS  
EMISSIONS ACCOUNTING  
AND MANAGEMENT  

Primarily includes carbon capture 
and storage, secondary carbon 
markets (such as RGGI) and coal 
gasification. This includes:

 Carbon Capture  
 and Storage:     

 The process of capturing  
 waste carbon dioxide from  
 large point source emitters  
 and depositing it in a  
 location that cannot enter  
 the atmosphere, such as  
 in deep geological form- 
 ations.  Also referred to  
 as sequestration.

 Secondary Carbon Markets:  

 Trade of carbon credits in  
 a cap and trade or similar  
 system.

 Coal gasification: 

 The production of synthetic  
 gas from coal via thermo- 
 chemical processes.

MANAGEMENT/ 
PROFESSIONAL HIRES  

Workers who supervise others 
and or work in a professional 
position such as accountant, 
attorney, or executive.  

PRODUCTION/TECHNICIAN 

HIRES  

Workers in the field or on the 
floor, generally working in assem-
bly, installation, or other technical, 
non-managerial tasks.   

RENEWABLE ENERGY 

Renewable energy refers to elec-
tricity and/or heat generated from 
sustainable sources.  Renewable 
energy primarily includes the 
following technologies:

 Solar: 

 Electricity, heat, or cooling  
 provided by the sun.  Includes  
 photovoltaic (PV), thermal and  
 concentrated (CSP).

 Wind power: 

 Conversion of wind energy to  
 electricity.

 Fuel cell: 

 Device that converts fuel  
 to electricity via chemical  
 conversion.

 Woody and non-woody  

 bioenergy:  

 Energy produced from organic,  
 biological sources. 

 Hydropower or hydrokinetic:  

 Electricity generated from the  
 movement of water.  Includes  
 river, wave and tidal sources.

 Geothermal: 

 Production of electricity from  
 subsurface heat.  Differs from  

 ground-source heat pumps,  
 which are considered energy  
 efficiency products for the  
 purposes of this study.

 Hydrogen generation: 

 Production of energy using  
 hydrogen as a fuel source.

 Thermal to energy  
 conversion: 

 Production of electricity by  
 using temperature differential.   
 Includes ocean, solar and  
 chemical sources.

 Renewable combined heat  
 and power: 

 Production of electricity  
 and usable heat from  
 renewable sources.   
 Also called cogeneration.

TECHNOLOGY  

For the purposes of this report, 
technology refers to the primary 
application or end use of a firm’s 
produced goods or services.  
Technologies include energy ef-
ficiency, renewable energy, alter-
native transportation, greenhouse 
gas management and accounting, 
or other.

SALES HIRES  

Workers who predominantly sell 
products or services.  

SUB-TECHNOLOGY 

For the purposes of this report, 
sub-technology refers to the spe-
cific technologies with which an 
establishment works, within each 
technology area.  The sub-tech-
nologies for energy efficiency and 
renewable energy are listed under 
the respective definitions.
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About the Report

The 2014 Massachusetts Clean Energy Industry Report is  
the fourth annual report released by the Massachusetts Clean  
Energy Center (MassCEC) on the size, scope, and nature of  
the Commonwealth’s clean energy industry.


